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2 CHAPTER 1. THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

Chapter 1 

The Research Project 

1.1 Studying Political Satire: Introduction to "The Egyptian Red 
Book"1 

Figure 1.1 

1 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12817/1.13/>.
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Introduction 
The "Egyptian Red Book"2 is a collection of nineteenth-century British political cartoons and a serious 
criticism of the Liberal Government led by Prime Minister Gladstone in London in the 1880's. It tells the sad 
story of the demise of General Charles "Chinese" Gordon at the hands of the Mahdi of Sudan in the winter 
of 1885. It also o˙ers a unique perspective on the media's perspective on the British Government at the 
end of the nineteenth century. This module uses "The Egyptian Red Book" as a case study to introduce a 
variety of library resources and research strategies, which are laid out in the list of questions that follows this 
introduction. We hope to show that many of the questions historians come to ask originate or are re˝ned 
during the research process itself. This project is a guided exploration of the research process that will 
enhance your knowledge of the tools of the trade and your ability to advance your own projects productively. 
TIMEA 
The "Egyptian Red Book"3 is one of many artifacts and texts that have been digitized and published online 
by TIMEA4 . TIMEA (Travelers In the Middle East Archive) is a digital archive of narratives documenting 
travel to the Middle East published between the eighteenth and early twentieth centuries, along with images 
and interactive GIS maps. This course contributes to the project by organizing a virtual research project 
around the digitized text of the "Egyptian Red Book"5 . The electronic text and images of the book in the 
digital archive can be used to demonstrate the practical application of certain research methods. 

The following are speci˝c versions of the basic questions typically asked at the beginning of many research 
projects. They are also the titles of several modules that demonstrate how to conduct research. Select any 
of the questions you see to be taken to a short description of the content and aims of the modules they 
represent. While you are browsing the descriptions, select any of the links in the paragraphs to be taken 
directly to that section of the module you are reading about. 

What is a "Red Book"? (What is a Red Book?, p. 3) How to categorize your work in relation to others. 
Who are these guys? (Identifying the Characters in the Egyptian Red Book, p. 4) How to identify the 

unnamed historical ˝gures in the cartoons. 
What is the whole story? (Getting the Whole Story from the Egyptian Red Book, p. 4) How to get to 

the historical events behind the political criticism. 
What are micro˝che (Section 1.5.5.3: Micro˝che), micro˝lm (Section 1.5.5.5: Micro˝lm), and microcards 

(Section 1.5.5.6: Microcard)? 
How do I study the political context by accessing and using the British Parliamentary Papers? 

Other questions addressed in speci˝c modules 
The following list of questions are addressed through examples contained in any one of the modules related 
to this project. If one of the questions below interests you, select it and you will be taken directly to the 
location in one of our modules that seeks to answer it. 

How do I access online reference resources? (p. 5) 
How do I ˝nd periodicals and call them up from storage? (Periodical Search, p. 16) 
How do I construct a balanced bibliography for a speci˝c subject? (Evaluating sources and assembling a 

balanced bibliography, p. 40) 
How do I follow a historical event in newspapers? (Section 1.4.3: Looking for the Story in the London 

Times) 
What is a Red Book? 
In What is a "Red Book"? we look at the work we are researching in comparison with other, similar works. 
To do this we ˝rst categorize the work (Section 1.2.1: Categorizing the work you are researching). We begin 
with an introduction to online reference tools (p. 5) including Dictionary.com (p. 5) and The Oxford English 
Dictionary (p. 6), as well as Library of Congress Subject Headings (p. 6), WorldCat (WorldCat, p. 6), and 
the online library catalog (Library Catalog, p. 15). Then we begin gathering similar works for comparison 
with the Red Book. (Section 1.2.3: Finding similar works) We guide you through locating periodicals in the 
stacks and also show you how to call periodicals up from storage (Periodical Search, p. 16), if necessary. We 

2 http://dspace.rice.edu/handle/123456789/15 
3 http://dspace.rice.edu/handle/123456789/15 
4 http://timea.rice.edu 
5 http://dspace.rice.edu/handle/1911/9170 
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then guide you through a comparison of the work you are researching to similar works (Comparing Punch 
to The Egyptian Red Book, p. 20) in order to better understand its intended purpose, audience and impact 
on publication. 
Identifying the Characters in the Egyptian Red Book 
In Identifying the Characters in the Egyptian Red Book we begin with the unidenti˝ed faces in the cartoons 
and we search for their names and other biographical information by combining the resources we discover 
along the way. We begin by looking for related material in other works by the same publisher (Section 1.3.1: 
Going to the Source: Works by the Same Publisher), which we sort by their subject headings. Once we have 
accumulated enough information from our sources, we then search for the biographies of the characters in the 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography . This module highlights the importance of using your resources 
in concert to bring to light information that would be impossible to glean from one source alone. 
Getting the Whole Story from the Egyptian Red Book 
In Getting the Whole Story from the Egyptian Red Book, we search for di˙erent angles on the story the 
Red Book aims to tell. We begin by introducing a sketch of the historical events (The Story, p. 35) that we 
have gathered from reliable sources. Then we begin excavating the story from the Red Book, but only the 
minimum amount of information we need to ˝nd other works on the subject. Once we have the information 
we need, namely the important key words necessary to call up related material in a catalog search (Searching 
the Library Catalog, p. 40), we can begin looking for di˙erent perspectives on it in other works. Having 
found a number of related works, we then guide you through the building a balanced bibliography (Evaluating 
sources and assembling a balanced bibliography, p. 40). We then follow the events described from day to 
day in archived editions of the London Times (Section 1.4.3: Looking for the Story in the London Times). 
Finally we establish the context of the quotes (Section 1.4.4: Placing the Quotes in the "Red Book" in 
Context) we ˝nd in the Red Book by locating them in the minutes of the British Parliamentary Debates 
(Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, p. 49). 

1.2 Categorizing Historical Documents: What is a Red Book?6 

Figure 1.2 

Introduction: Decoding Historic Documents 
When you're doing historical research, you often encounter documents that are di°cult to categorize. 
Without knowing more about such works, it's di°cult to advance a knowledgeable argument about them. 
For instance, the Egyptian Red Book"7 (1885), a satire that is part of the Travelers in the Middle East 
Archive (TIMEA)8 , reveals little about itself directly. It includes no author, introduction, table of contents, 
statement of purpose or even references to the ˝gures represented in the text and the images. Few of the 
cartoons have named ˝gures or artists. The pamphlet presents itself to the reader like the political cartoons 
it contains: an overt message with very little background, a visual sermon to the converted with little 

6 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12813/1.10/>. 
7 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9170 
8 http://timea.rice.edu 
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consideration for those outside the know. If you would like a synopsis of the story addressed in the Red 
Book you may skip to our sketch of the historical events. 

In order to understand both the intended and historical meaning of the text and the images, it is important 
to ˝nd out what sort of work the "Egyptian Red Book" is. We will use the following questions to guide our 
research: 

• What is the signi˝cance of the term "Red Book" in the title? (De˝ning Key Terms: "Red Book", 
p. 5) To answer this question, we will look up the term in dictionaries and examine other red�and 
green�books. 

• How do we categorize the work? (Section 1.2.1: Categorizing the work you are researching) We'll see 
how librarians have descibed it by using the catalog. 

• How does this work compare with others that come from the same period and/or that address a similar 
topic? (Section 1.2.3: Finding similar works) Let's analyze the "Red Book" in relation to newspapers 
and magazines from the same time period. 

De˝ning Key Terms: "Red Book" 
Often the ˝rst clue to a document's signi˝cance is its title. To begin, then, we should de˝ne what is meant 
by "Red Book". What is the signi˝cance of "Red" here�why not blue or green? The adjective "Egyptian" 
indicates that the work focuses on a particular country, but it's not clear how. Time to head to the library 
to ˝nd more information! We will use online reference materials to begin our sleuthing. For the purposes 
of demonstration, we will describe how to conduct this research using Fondren Library's resources, but a 
similar process will work at most other research libraries. 

From the Fondren home page 9 select the Collections option and then the Online Reference Sources 
option that appears next to it. 

Figure 1.3 

Then select General Reference at the top of the screen. 

Figure 1.4 

You will ˝nd a list of online dictionaries and encyclopedias here to choose from. By selecting Dictio-
nary.com10 and entering red book we are o˙ered this de˝nition: 

9 http://www.rice.edu/fondren/ 
10 http://dictionary.reference.com/ 
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Figure 1.5 

This resource is great for a quick reference, but it is important to understand its limitations. Any two 
dictionaries published within a few years of each other will probably provide you with similar, but not 
identical, de˝nitions for a common word. The meanings of words change over time, however. The best way 
to observe the way English words change and the importance of identifying not only how, but when the word 
you're investigating was used is by looking it up in The Oxford English Dictionary11 . 

The Oxford English Dictionary is not only a guide to the meaning, history, and pronunciation of over 
half a million English words, both present and past, it is the de˝nitive reference source for the meaning and 
pronunciation of any word in the English language. It traces the usage of words through quotations from a 
wide range of international English language sources. For example, "Red Book" is de˝ned as "a book bound 
in red" in terms of today's usage. However, its usage has varied from a collection of all the "composicions" 
of the "chauntry preestis" in 1479 to "a Witche's red Book, a Catalogue of such as have sealed to the Devil 
with their own bloud, la rouge liste" by 1688. By the time of the publication of "The Egyptian Red Book," 
in the late nineteenth century, the term seems to have referred to a book containing the names of all persons 
holding o°ce under the State or receiving pensions from it. 

As we shall see, "The Egyptian Red Book" addresses the work of government o°cials. It also condemns 
those actions, holding the o°cials responsible for the death of a General in the British army. We can see the 
possibility that the term has held onto some of its previous meanings: the condemnatory list of individuals 
that have exchanged their free will for power, an account of the works of particular authorities, and a list of 
individuals in the service of the State, in this case those involved with British policy toward Egypt. As we 
continue with our investigation of this work, other explanations for the title will present themselves, all of 
which must be considered in our research. 

1.2.1 Categorizing the work you are researching 

Nearly every work shelved in every library around the world is categorized in relation to other works in 
terms of its content. This is done according to a system of subject headings established by the Library of 
Congress12 that describe the content of the work, such as Athletics or History. Subheadings then further 
specialize the relation of the work to others, such as Swimming or Britain, 1800-1900. By locating our work 
within this system of categorization, we not only discover what sort of work it is considered to be, we also 
gain access to other titles that are similar to it. This can be of great advantage in any research project. 
WorldCat 
WorldCat is a system designed to help you to browse the collections of over 16,000 libraries world wide. 
You can also order the books you ˝nd on WorldCat from other libraries through Interlibrary loan if they 
are not available at your library. Here we will use WorldCat to locate our work for the purpose of de˝ning 
exactly what sort of work the "Red Book" is in terms of the way libraries categorize it around the world. 
For a more extensive tutorial, visit our WorldCat module. 

You can either use WorldCat.org, which can be accessed at http://www.worldcat.org/13 , or the full 
version14 of WorldCat, which is available to subscribers, such as your university library. WorldCat.org is 
free, but provides fewer features than the full version of WorldCat. Please note that in order for the link to 
the full version to work, your institution must have a subscription and you must either be on campus or be 

11 http://dictionary.oed.com/entrance.dtl 
12 "How Does "Oriental Cairo" Compare With Similar Works?": Section The Library of Congress 

<http://cnx.org/content/m12585/latest/#loc> 
13 http://www.worldcat.org// 
14 http://˝rstsearch.oclc.org/fsip?dbname=WorldCat 
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connected via a VPN or proxy server. Di˙erent libraries organize their materials di˙erently, of course. If 
you were to look for the link to WorldCat from the Fondren home page, you would click on "Catalog," then 
select "Other Library Catalogs" and look for "WorldCat." 

Once you're in WorldCat, type the title into the text box provided and then select Title in the pulldown 
menu. 

The second search result looks like our work. 

Figure 1.6 

Select the blue title link and you will be taken to the full entry. 

Figure 1.7 

This cataloging record provides information about who published the work, when it was published, and 
in what language. Signi˝cantly, it omits the name of the author, which is typically available. The description 
˝eld tells us about the physical nature of the volume�that it has 28 numbered pages, 2 [unnumbered] pages, 
and 2 pages of plates, that it is illustrated, and that it measures 17 by 20 centimeters. We are given the call 
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number in both the Library of Congress (LC) and Dewey Decimal systems. Note also that you are able to 
order a copy of this work through interlibrary loan. 

Figure 1.8 

For more information on this process, visit our Interlibrary loan module. 
The information we are most interested in for now we ˝nd under the heading Subject(s). 

Figure 1.9 

Political satire, cartoons, caricature, Britain, Egypt and government sound about right. Let's see what 
other works WorldCat describes in this way. Select the descriptor beginning with Great Britain. 

The list is relatively short, only twenty-˝ve entries. The second descriptor beginning with Egypt is 
reserved solely for "The Egyptian Red Book" so we are dealing with a manageable number of works. For 
now, let's just mark all of these entries and email them to yourself so we will have them for later stages in 
the project. 

Scroll down to the bottom of the page until you see the Mark all option. 

Figure 1.10 

Once you select this option you will notice check marks in the boxes to the left of each entry on the 
page. 
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Figure 1.11 

This means they are selected. Move on the the next page and then the next repeating this process until 
every box is checked and then select the email option. 

Figure 1.12 

Enter in the information requested. Select the "Detailed records" and "Send as plain text options" and 
then press send. Your entry should look like this. 
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Figure 1.13 

You will receive an email at the address that you entered with all of the entries; select all of the text, 
copy it and then paste it onto a Word or text ˝le. These will come in handy later on in the project. If you 
have a bibliographic program such as EndNote, you could instead select the "Export" option and pull the 
data into that program. 

Note that our list makes several mentions of "Punch" and "The Westminster Gazette," which area 
nineteenth-century periodicals. These publications are included in our list under a dated subject heading; 
thus we can be con˝dent that they were in publication at the same time as our work. When we look for 
similar works in the collection at the library in the next section, we should be sure to explore their periodicals 
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as well as books on our subject. 

1.2.2 Limits of Finding Works by Subject Headings 

It is interesting to note here that one very similar work does not appear in our list of works that share 
a subject heading with the "Egyptian Red Book." It is a work that we discussed in our "Identifying the 
Characters of the Egyptian Red Book Module"15 entitled "The Irish Green Book." It is important to note 
this here for a few reasons. First, this valuable resource for our research would have remained undiscovered 
if we had not explored a variety of options, rather than simply one or two. Second, this kind of oversight is 
indicative of the limitations of a system that attempts to categorize works by general subject. It is important 
that we develop an understanding of the limitations of our techniques and resources so that we may overcome 
them. Let's locate the Irish Green Book on WorldCat and compare the subject headings. 

For the Irish Green Book and 

Figure 1.14 

for the Egyptian Red Book 

Figure 1.15 

What do you see? They are actually very similar collections of keywords, but not similar enough to 
produce the two books in the same subject heading list. Let's take a closer look at the Irish Green Book 
and see for ourselves how similar they are. 

15 http://cnx.org/content/m12813/latest/m12815 
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Figure 1.16 

The style of the cartoons seems similar to the Egyptian Red Book and the publisher is the same. The 
format of publication is also very similar in size, materials, and number of pages. 
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Figure 1.17: "THE IRISH GREEN BOOK." By the author and joint-compiler of the "Egyptian Red 
Book," "Diary of the Gladstone Government," &c. 

The cover page tells us that the author of the "Egyptian Red Book" and the "Irish Green Book" are the 
same, although his or her name is not given. 

Figure 1.18 

And we do not have to look very far to see the familiar use of pithy quotes and verbal caricatures, 
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Figure 1.19 

as well as the illustrated variety. 
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Figure 1.20 

In relation to our original question, "What is a Red Book?," now we can add, "What is a Green Book?." 
Considering the association of the color green with Ireland we must ask ourselves about the color red and 
its relationship with Egypt. We do not have to look very far to discover that the Egyptian ˛ag is indeed red 
and that red is the color internationally associated with the Ottoman Empire, which is historically to Egypt 
by politics and religion. The relationship between England and the regions that are the subject of our two 
books, Ireland and Egypt, is a comparative subject that these works only hint at in a humorous way. There 
is room here for serious academic study, however, as a more thorough examination of the history of the three 
countries would reveal. Now let's go on to the location of more similar works in the library. 

1.2.3 Finding similar works 

Here we will be looking for material related to "The Egyptian Red Book." We could hope to ˝nd information 
on political cartoons in Britain in the late nineteenth century, other works of political satire, other cartoons 
that depict the characters in our work, and anything else that we can immediately get in hand to further our 
project in whatever direction our ˝ndings take us. We are primarily interested at this point in locating other 
primary sources, meaning original documents such as other works of political satire from the same period. 
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Library Catalog 
At most libraries, the days of the card catalog are long gone; instead, patrons search web-based catalogs 
such as WebCat, the online catalog at Fondren Library. WebCat and similar tools o˙er a variety of search 
options to assist you in sifting through the variety of materials available to ˝nd the exact item you are 
looking for. For a more in depth tutorial on online catalogs, visit our WebCat module. 

Pull up the web page for the catalog; at most libraries, it is available immediately from the home page. 
Enter the subject heading�"Political satire, English" into the textbox. Select the Subject option so that you 
are searching for other works with the same subject term. 

We ˝nd 53 results, none of which pertain, exactly, to our period. However, by looking closely at the 
entries we see that political cartoons seem to have been prevalent all the way back to the middle of the 
eighteenth century. 

Figure 1.21 

A more recent publication tells us that they remain so throughout the twentieth century. 

Figure 1.22 

Here we could begin collecting a bibliography on the political cartoon in Great Britain. However, we 
have two leads to primary sources in the form of periodicals to explore: "Punch" and "The Westminster 
Gazette." 
Periodical Search 
Let's return to the basic search page and enter the title of our periodical into the text box and select the 
Periodical option. We do not ˝nd any copies of the Westminster Gazette in the catalog (we might ˝nd it at 
another library), but Fondren does list Punch in its collection. 

Select the record and scroll down to the location listings. Notice that Vol. 1 begins in 1841. 
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Figure 1.23 

Also notice that Vol. 1-103 are in storage. In order to take a look we will have to order them to be 
brought to us. 

First we have to ˝gure out which volumes we need. We're looking for information about Gen. Charles 
Gordon, the protagonist of he "Egyptian Red Book," from around the time that the satire was published in 
1885. (See Getting the Whole Story From "The Egyptian Red Book": General Charles Gordon in Khartoum 
(Section 1.4) for more information.) If Vol. 1 came out in 1841 and Vol. 218 came out in 1966, then we 
might assume that Vol. 100 would fall around 1900. If we have around 200 volumes over about 120 years, 
with a little division and subtraction we can place the 1880's somewhere in the 70-80 volume range. Let's 
order volumes 75-95 and have a look. We are going to need the call number title and publication year, so 
make a note of these. At Fondren, as at most other libraries, you can request items from storage through a 
web interface; here we will select the User Services option at the top of the page. 

Figure 1.24 

Then select the REQUEST ITEM FROM STORAGE OR THE LSC option and ˝ll in the required 
identi˝cation information. 

You will notice that we are required to provide both the volume numbers and the years of publication. 
Because these are not provided for us we will enter the approximate volume numbers for the years we want 
and explain the possible discrepancy in the text box provided next to the word Notes. 

Another way to ˝nd information in nineteenth century periodicals is to use an index such as 19th Century 
Master˝le16 (your institution needs to be a subscriber for you to search this resource). Unfortunately, Punch 
is not one of the journals indexed by this research tool, but many other sources�including the Times of 
London and the New York Times�are. 
Punch 

16 http://poolesplus.odyssi.com/19centWelcome.htm 
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Figure 1.25 

The ˝rst issue of Punch was published on July 17, 1841, and the last in 1992. The magazine was meant 
to present quality humor without the prevailing bitterness of contemporary publications while aspiring to 
a higher literary standard. This balance of humor and literary quality is said to have been described in its 
preliminary stages as being like a good punch mixture and the name stuck. As you have seen in the above 
search, Fondren Library holds hundreds of issues of Punch. Let's take a look at the ones that pertain to our 
period. 

Our calculations placed our period in a volume somewhere in the 70's to 80's range and upon inspection 
we ˝nd it in volume 88-89. 
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Figure 1.26 

As we browse Punch, we quickly discover what appears be a cartoon of Gen. Gordon having dismounted 
his camel and greeting a local o°cial (indicated by his fez headgear and his curved sword) before a cheering 
army. 
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Figure 1.27: "At Last!" Punch. Volume 88 (February 7, 1885): 67. From Travelers in the Middle 
East Archive (TIMEA). http://hdl.handle.net/1911/992617 . Accessed October 5, 2006. 

Comparing Punch to The Egyptian Red Book 
The Egyptian Red Book is, as you know, a collection of quotes from debates in Parliament and cartoons 
that express criticism of the British Government. Punch takes a di˙erent attitude toward its audience. It 
is important to note the di˙erences between the two if we wish to know exactly what kind of works we are 
dealing with, what the intentions of their authors might have been and how the works may have impacted 
the attitudes of their intended audiences. 

In the issue dated February 14, 1885, we ˝nd a poem and cartoon expressing profound sadness at Gordon's 
demise. 

17 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9926 
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Figure 1.28: "Too Late!"18 Punch. Volume 88 (February 14, 1885): 78-81. From Travelers in the 
Middle East Archive (TIMEA) http://hdl.handle.net/1911/929619 . Accessed October 5, 2006. 

The accompanying poem laments Gordon's fate. It begins: "Too late! Too late! Loud through the desert 
sounds / That piteous cry, and to the farthest bounds / Of England's Empire echoes. There she stands, 
/ BRITANNIA, stricken 'midst the Libyan sands/ With bitter disappointment's venomed dart, / Wrath in 
her soul and anguish at her heart." For a complete transcription, please see the electronic edition20 of "Too 
Late!" in TIMEA21 . 

By locating and reviewing the pages of a contemporary periodical we have broadened our understanding 

18 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9296 
19 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9296 
20 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9296 
21 http://timea.rice.edu 
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of the popular views of the events in the Sudan. We can now compare Punch with the Egyptian Red Book 
in our project to specify exactly what the Red Book is. By this we mean not only its style or presentation of 
the information, but also the political leanings of its authors, the demographic and political perspectives of 
its intended audience, and the possible purpose and goals of the publication in the existing political climate. 

1.3 Identifying Historical Figures: Putting Names to the Caricatures 
in "The Egyptian Red Book"22 

Introduction 
"The Egyptian Red Book" 23 (1885) is one of the many resources about ninteenth century Egypt available 
through the Travelers in the Middle East Archive (TIMEA)24 . This satire of Britain's handling of the 
siege of Gen. Charles Gordon's forces in Sudan (then part of Egypt) contains a number of cartoons, along 
with quotations from England's leaders. The ˝gures in satiric cartoons typically are obvious to informed 
readers during the time period when they were published, but are likely mysterious to non-experts in later 
generations. As we ˛ip through the pamphlet, one question repeatedly comes to the fore: 

Figure 1.29: "The Three Graces" ("The Egyptian Red Book") 

22 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12815/1.9/>. 
23 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9170 
24 http://timea.rice.edu 
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Figure 1.30: "The Military Authorities" ("The Egyptian Red Book") 

Who are these guys? 
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Figure 1.31: "The Mummy Government" ("The Egyptian Red Book") 

We will use library resources to answer that question as well as to determine how these particular 
personages ˝t into the larger story contained in the "Red Book." If you would like to begin with the story 
itself, please visit our Getting the whole story behind the Egyptian Red Book module. 
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1.3.1 Going to the Source: Works by the Same Publisher 

Figure 1.32: Back cover of "The Egyptian Red Book" 

If we take a look at the back cover of the Egyptian Red Book, we ˝nd two other publications listed that are, 
according to the publisher, "Uniform with the 'Egyptian Red Book." These are "The Gladstone Almanack" 
and "The Liberal Mis-Leaders." Let's take a look at what else we might be able to ˝nd by the publishers, 
William Blackwood & Sons, on WorldCat. If you are unfamiliar with WorldCat25 , please visit our WorldCat 
module for a brief tutorial. 
Searching by Publisher 
To begin, visit the WorldCat homepage26 . Type in the title "Egyptian Red Book" and then locate it in the 
search results. We want to ˝nd as many similar works by our publishers as we can. Open a new window and 
try performing a search for William Blackwood under publisher and caricatures and cartoons under subject. 
Your query should look like this: 

25 http://˝rstsearch.oclc.org/fsip?dbname=WorldCat 
26 http://˝rstsearch.oclc.org/fsip?dbname=WorldCat 
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Figure 1.33 

We ˝nd many promising sources right away: 

Figure 1.34: "The Irish Green Book" (1888), by George Stronach and George R. Halkett 

For a brief discussion of "The Irish Green Book," see the What is a Red Book module. 

Figure 1.35: "A Diary of the Gladstone Government" (1885), by George Stronach and George R. 
Halkett 

This seems to be just the thing, as does the following. 
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Figure 1.36: "The Caricatures of Gillray" (1818), by James Gillray 

Because the "Egyptian Red Book" provides no information about its author(s), we cannot be certain if 
George Stronach and George R. Halkett created it as well as "The Irish Green Book." But the connection 
with William Blackwood is strong enough to investigate the possibility. 

Since our library does not have these works, let's place a request with interlibrary loan to procure them. 
If you are unfamiliar with interlibrary loan, a method for borrowing works from other libraries, please visit 
our interlibrary loan module for a brief tutorial. 

The ˝rst work to arrive takes about a week and comes from a library in El Paso, Texas: 

Figure 1.37: A Diary of the Gladstone Government (Wm. Blackwood Sons) 

The ˝rst page proves that our e˙orts in procuring this outside source have paid o˙. 
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Figure 1.38 

A closer inspection reveals some familiar faces, compare the cartoons at the beginning of this module to 
the characters you see below, as well as to the names in the quotations in the Red Book. 
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Figure 1.39: Joe. Chamberlain, W.E. Gladstone, H. Labouchere, Lord Roseberg ("A Diary of the 
Gladstone Government" ) 
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Figure 1.40: Lord Rudolph (?), Lord Granville, C. Bradlaugh, J. Bright, Joe. Chamberlain ("A Diary 
of the Gladstone Government" ) 
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Figure 1.41: W.E. Gladstone, H. Labouchere, Lord Roseberg, Sir W. W. Harcourt, Lord Derby (?) 
("A Diary of the Gladstone Government" ) 

Now that we can identify some of the characters in the cartoons, we have a shot at understanding the 
message the Red Book attempts to communicate. For instance, the gentleman holding the card saying "W. 
E. Gladstone" looks suspiciously like the man at the head of the line in Figure 3, "Mummy Governmernt." 
Gladstone is quoted throughout the "Red Book," so the similarity is probably not coincidental. We can 
compare this image of Gladstone's and his colleagues with cartoons from the "Red Book" to identify other 
˝gures. A Diary of the Gladstone Government appears to be a satirical account of Gladstone's Government 
from 1880-1885 by the very creators of the "Egyptian Red Book." Before we can really understand the full 
story behind the "Red Book," however, we need to take a look at who some of these people really were. 
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1.3.2 Researching Biography Using "The Oxford Dictionary of National Biogra-

phy" 

Figure 1.42 

If you need to learn more about a prominent person, turn to a biographical dictionary. For instance, The 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (DNB) is, according to its publisher the Oxford University Press, 
"the ˝rst point of reference for anyone interested in the lives of the peoples of the British Isles and their 
connections overseas, from the earliest times to the end of the year 2000. It is the product of research 
instituted at the University of Oxford and funded by the British Academy and by Oxford University Press. 
It is the achievement of 10,000 contributors and advisers sta˙ in Oxford. The Oxford DNB aims to provide 
full, accurate, concise, and readable articles on noteworthy people in all walks of life. No living person 
is included: the Dictionary's articles are con˝ned to people who died before 31 December 2000." I'd say 
that that about covers it. There are also similar biographical guides pro˝ling people from other countries, 
including the US, Japan, and Germany, but right now we're interested in the British. Although we could 
get the DNB online27 , let's take a look at it in the stacks. 

27 http://www.oxforddnb.com/ 
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The DNB is organized alphabetically, so ˝nding our characters is relatively easy. Let's start with William 
Gladstone, prime minister of England and author. In the scholarly DNB we ˝nd a very di˙erent represen-
tation of Gladstone from the contemporary satires. 

Figure 1.43: William Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898), by Sir John Everett Millais (Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography) 

The entry for Gladstone spans over twenty-˝ve pages, 383-409, covering many di˙erent areas of his life 
and career, including his education, early political career, and political service during di˙erent periods. The 
entries are divided by heading and are chronological so we can easily browse for what we are most interested 
in. Now let's look at Gen. [Charles] Gordon, the protagonist of the "Red Book." 
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Figure 1.44: Charles George Gordon (1833�1885), by Sir John F. D. Donnelly (Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography) 

We ˝nd that over half of Gordon's entry deals with his time in the Sudan. Gladstone's Government plays 
heavily in this text. Without our research into other satiric depictions of nineteenth-century Britain and into 
the biographies of important ˝gures included in them, we would have more di˝culty uncovering the story 
behind "The Egyptian Red Book," which is explained in the Getting the Whole Story From the Egyptian 
Red book module. This goes to show how the di˙erent aspects and methods of any research project can 
complement one another, adding to the overall yield of your research. 

1.3.3 Combining the Resources You Discover in Your Research 

At this point we have the means to identify each of the characters in the cartoons contained in the Egyptian 
Red Book and the sources of the many quotes throughout. We are beginning to unravel the story, its context 
and the critique represented by the caricatures. 

Now, when you ˝nd a name that is unfamiliar in the "Red Book," you can locate it in the DNB. When 
you see an unfamiliar face in any one of the cartoons, you can look for a similar depiction in the other works 
published by William Blackwood. The sources that you come to in your research will probably be related 
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in one way or another. Learning to correlate these sources and use them to explore others makes each more 
valuable than it would be alone. 

1.4 Getting the Whole Story From "The Egyptian Red Book": Gen-
eral Charles Gordon in Khartoum28 

The Story 
The Egyptian Red Book,29 which is collected in the Travelers in the Middle East Archive (TIMEA)30 , 
serves as a kind of supplement to the sad story of the demise of General Charles Gordon in Khartoum, 
Sudan in 1885. The "Red Book" brings together satirical cartoons with a chronological presentation of 
quotations�primarily from debates in the British Parliament, but also articles from newspapers, letters and 
dispatches from the ˝eld and other related materials. The work is in e˙ect a case against Britain's Gladstone 
Government, which, in the opinion of the authors, failed to provide Gordon with adequate support in the 
task he was sent to perform as military o°cer in Sudan.* In this module, we will explore how to uncover 
the full story behind seemingly mysterious document. Before we begin with our analysis of some divergent 
accounts of these historical events, we would like to provide you with the basic story so that our discussion 
of how to perform historical research will make more sense. 

note: *We would like to note here that our spelling of Sudan di˙ers from that used by the 
publishers of the Egyptian Red Book. Their use of "Soudan" seems to have been derived from the 
nineteenth-century French spelling of the word. 

28 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12814/1.11/>. 
29 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9170 
30 http://timea.rice.edu 
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Figure 1.45: CIA, "The Sudan." 2000. From the Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection. 
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/sudan.html31 
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1.4.1 Historical Background 

In the 1820's, Egyptian and British forces invaded Sudan, the African region lying just south of Egypt, 
designating it a subject state of Egypt. By the mid-nineteennth- century, the British interest in Sudan 
had increased markedly due to its strategic location for their trade routes to India and the threat of a 
growing French in˛uence in Africa. The combination of increasing Egyptian and European control over 
Sudan sparked the emergence in 1882 of a man known as the Mahdi, meaning "the expected one" in local 
tradition. The Mahdi, a man named Mohammad Ahmed, was expected to liberate the Islamic world from the 
oppression of foreign occupation. Ahmed called upon all of the true believers of Islam to stand up and resist 
foreign oppression, who then rose up and engaged the local authorities throughout the region. Although 
the British had not o°cially colonized Egypt or taken possession of the region, they were in occupation of 
it and all but controlled the Egyptian government at this time. Bloody battles ensued and the Mahdi was 
victorious against both the British and Egyptian armies sent to defeat him. In light of their failures, British 
and Egyptian o°cials decided to abandon the region and evacuate the remaining civilians living there. In 
January of 1884, General Gordon was assigned this task and sent to the city of Khartoum for the purpose 
of facilitating the evacuation of some ˝fteen-thousand Egyptians and Europeans remaining in, but wishing 
to leave, the region of Sudan. 

Upon his arrival in Khartoum in January of 1884, General Gordon took upon himself the additional duty 
of attempting to establish a stable government in Sudan rather than simply rounding up the evacuees and 
departing, apparently counter to his military orders. Unable to establish a such stability or to convince the 
Mahdi to accept a position of administrative power, General Gordon was faced with the choice of defending 
his position at Khartoum or surrendering the city entirely to the Mahdi. Gordon chose to ˝ght it out. The 
Mahdists began the siege on Khartoum in early March of 1884; it ended in January of 1885. 

As the siege continued through the spring, Gordon regularly noti˝ed his Government of his situation 
and his needs. Gordon wrote that with a few thousand troops the Mahdi could be easily crushed, but no 
troops were sent. The General maintained his defensive position at Khartoum through the summer and fall, 
receiving supplies by steam ships sent down the Nile fro Egypt. It is believed that public opinion in Sudan 
began to sway toward sympathy with the Mahdi over the many months of the siege. Gordon repeatedly 
wrote that he feared the treason of those he had been protecting from the Mahdi as much as the man himself. 
In the end it was from the inside that the gates of the city were opened to the Mahdi in January of 1885, only 
a few days before the long-awaited arrival of the regiment of relief ˝nally sent by the British Government to 
save Gordon. The British troops were greeted at the gates of Khartoum by the declaration of the Mahdi's 
victory: the head of their General hoisted upon a pike at the city's gates. Some in Britain viewed Gordon 
as a marty; others contended that he disobeyed superiors and brought his fate on himself in the vain quest 
for glory. 
Introduction 
It is never possible to know everything about any historical event, no matter how extensive your research 
. However, it is possible to develop a balanced perspective on those events if we are thorough in gathering 
our information and use a variety of reliable sources. In this module we will attempt to recreate the story 
represented in the "Egyptian Red Book," that of General Gordon and his trials in the Sudan. We will 
demonstrate how to use di˙erent types of resources available at the typical academic library (as an example, 
we will use Rice University's Fondren Library). We will examine primary source materials�original documents 
such as letters, government reports, newspaper articles, books, videos, recordings and other sources that 
reveal how observers viewed an event. We will also look at secondary sources, accounts by people who were 
not ˝rst-hand witnesses to events, but which describe and analyze events based on primary source materials 
and other secondary works. By analyzing a range of sources, we hope to gain a perspective on the political 
views represented by our work and how they relate to the actual historical events they represent, and to 
come to a more complete, objective understanding of the events depicted in the "Red Book." We will use 
the following process: 

• Examine the original source. (Section 1.4.2: Excavating the Story from the Red Book) Our ˝rst 

31 http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/sudan.html 
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step will be to gather enough information from our primary source, the digitized copy of the original 
Egyptian Red Book32 , to provide a basis for our research. 

• Search for a variety of sources. (Searching the Library Catalog, p. 40) To get a sense of the research 
landscape, we will gather information about the primary characters by searching the library catalog 
for resources that present di˙erent sides of the story. 

• Compare primary source materials. (Section 1.4.3: Looking for the Story in the London Times) Once 
we have a practical understanding of the people, places and events in the work, we will be able to 
compare contemporary perspectives on them. At this point we will peruse primary sources in addition 
to "The Egyptian Red Book," such as parliamentary debates (Section 1.4.4: Placing the Quotes in 
the "Red Book" in Context), newspaper articles, (Section 1.4.3: Looking for the Story in the London 
Times) dispatches and letters. 

1.4.2 Excavating the Story from the Red Book 

Our ˝rst cartoon, entitled "The Egyptian Puzzle," makes a bold statement and provides a few clues for us. 

Figure 1.46: THE EGYPTIAN PUZZLE 

32 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9170 
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The interspersed text in the cartoon reads "The too late Govt. in Egypt." There are words scattered 
throughout, such as "war, GOM, Sec. for Foreign A˙airs, Mahdi, the Nile," among others. The design of 
the cartoon references hieroglyphics, thus satirically locating the scene of the con˛ict in Egypt. 

The preface33 elaborates the meaning of these terms a bit. 

Figure 1.47: PREFACE 

�I CONSIDER that every moment's delay in preparing an expedition diminishes Gordon's chances of 
escape. I think that the Government will ultimately, but too late, send a relieving force, not because Mr 
Gladstone wishes it, but because public indignation will compel him, nolens volens, to do so; and, little as 
the Prime Minister may value Gordon, the Prime Minister cares a great deal for Mr Gladstone. The danger 
to Gordon is owing to the dawdling policy of the Government, which never carries out to-day what it can 
put o˙ till to-morrow. The more pressure is brought to bear upon Mr Gladstone to compel him at once to 
commence preparations for an expedition, the better chance for Gordon's life. Every day wasted is one more 
nail in the co°n of himself and garrison.� (The late COLONEL FRED. BURNABY, 16th May 1884.) This 
quotation sets up the basic situation. It appears that the "Liberal Government," in relation to its "Egyptian 
policy," may be "too late" to save "Gordon" from deadly danger. A "Mr. Gladstone" appears to have some 

33 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div1-N1020E 
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sort of leadership role in the Government, one favored by the "Prime Minister" over the needs of Gordon, 
who is in possession of a "garrison," indicating his a°liation with the military. The "16th May 1884" is an 
active date in this story, the date this letter was written by the now "late Colonel Fred. Burnaby," but a 
date at which time the Government was not yet "too late." 

If the ˝rst cartoon in our work represents the Liberal government as "too late," then we may assume 
that Gordon met a sad fate. Our story would appear to center on Gordon and his adventures in Egypt. But 
we don't know Gordon's ˝rst name, and it's not immediately clear what this pamphlet is all about. The 
essential terms for a search for materials on this subject will be "Gordon" and "Egypt". Let's take a look 
at what the library catalog can locate with these terms alone. 
Searching the Library Catalog 
When you begin a research project, the library catalog is often the ˝rst place to turn. (Other key tools 
include periodical indexes, which index the contents of journals and newspapers, and reference tools such as 
dictionaries and encyclopedias.) We will use Fondren Library's WebCat, but a similar process will work for 
other library catalogs. For a more in-depth tutorial, visit our WebCat module. 

Once you pull up the basic search page for the catalog, enter "gordon" and "egypt" into the text box, 
check the keyword option and select "Search Everything." You will ˝nd several entries; one in particular 
seems very promising. 

Figure 1.48: "Gordon at Khartoum" 

We ˝nd several relevant terms here, including "English occupation of Egypt." Select the view option to 
see the entire entry. Scroll down a bit and you will ˝nd a very helpful link to a subject heading that seems 
to describe Gordon. 

Figure 1.49: Personal subject: Gordon, Charles George, 1833-1885. 

Given our hunch that Britain was "too late" to save Gordon, it would make sense that he died in 1885. 
If this is our man, this link should bring up other books about him. Select this link and let's take a look at 
the options it presents. 

Among the entries we ˝nd the terms Mahdi, Egypt, Eminent Victorians (Gordon's death took place 
during the Victorian period in Britain), and great deaths, among other related terms. Although we cannot 
absolutely guarantee that this is the Gordon referred to in our work, it certainly seems to be a promising 
avenue for further research. 

It should be noted that building a bibliography is usually not as simple as entering two terms into a 
subject search. The point we would like to make here is that carefully considering the information you have, 
even if it is very scant, can be rewarding. 

Among these entries we have enough of a variety to put together a reasonably balanced bibliography of 
the events we are considering. 
Evaluating sources and assembling a balanced bibliography 
The goal here will be to collect a number of works on our subject that approach it from di˙erent perspectives 
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so that we can produce the most well-informed, insightful research. In this way we will will be exposed to 
more sides of the story than, say, that represented by The Egyptian Red Book itself. To begin with, let's 
take a look at the subject headings of the books we found through our subject search for "gordon" and 
"egypt". Here is a look at the subject headings of the ˝rst listing, "Sword of the prophet : the Mahdi of 
Sudan and the death of General Gordon" by Fergus Nicoll. 

Figure 1.50: Subject headings for "Sword of the prophet : the Mahdi of Sudan and the death of General 
Gordon" by Fergus Nicoll 

Notice that, of the four subject headings listed, three are related to the history of Sudan. We know that 
the events described in the Red Book were somewhat contested in Great Britain; it is in fact a critique of the 
Government's version of the story. Adding the perspective of the impact of the events in Sudan and their 
relation to Sudanese history could provide illuminating insights on this debate. Compare these headings 
with one of the biographies on Gordon, "Never to be taken alive : a biography of General Gordon" by Roy 
MacGregor-Hastie. 

Figure 1.51: Subject headings for "Never to be taken alive : a biography of General Gordon" by Roy 
MacGregor-Hastie 

Although Sudanese history appears in the headings, this entry is also included in the British military 
and colonial category. We might assume that the story this work tells will be from a more Euro-centric 
perspective. 

Titles can also be illuminating in our sorting through material. Consider "Gordon: martyr and mis˝t" 
by Anthony Nutting. 
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Figure 1.52: Catalog record for "Gordon: martyr and mis˝t" by Anthony Nutting 

This work is listed with only one subject heading, Gordon's name. The title, however, suggests a critique 
of the man himself with the word "mis˝t" while attaching a larger signi˝cance to his death with the word 
"martyr". This work promises the possibility of both a more critical account of a central ˝gure to our story 
and a more profound perspective on his death. 

Lastly, we ˝nd an entry that o˙ers a very di˙erent kind of perspective on our story. 

Figure 1.53: Catalog record for Robin Maugham's "The last encounter" 

Notice the addition of the word Fiction to our Personal subject heading. It might be interesting to see 
how novelists have interpreted our story, although a novel from 1972 wouldn't really count as historical 
evidence. (However, a novel about Gordon from the 1880s would likely be a fascinating primary source 
document.) 

Except for Wilfrid Scawen Blunt's Gordon at Khartoum, all of the above books are secondary source 
materials. Once you have identi˝ed potentially relevant books, locate them in the stacks and scan their 
tables of contents and indices to determine how useful they will be. You will likely ˝nd other relevant books 
close by. The methods we are describing here are only a few of the techniques that you will need in selecting 
works to include in your bibliography, but they should assist you in working more e°ciently. As we hope 
that the remainder of this module will demonstrate, the story is never complete and always told from a 
particular perspective of the authors of the sources we choose. At the very least, the above practice can be 
used in any number of research situations to familiarize yourself with the events in question so that you may 
better understand the variety of perspectives of them. 
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1.4.3 Looking for the Story in the London Times 

Newspaper provide a key source of primary source materials, since they o˙er a day-to-day account of history 
from the journalistic perspective of those who experienced it. The London Times has been the daily newspa-
per of record in England since the 1780s. Here we will be performing a basic search of the Times archives so 
that we might gain the perspective of the average British citizen while the events themselves were unfolding. 
In order to use the Times archive, your institution must have a subscription to it and you must either be on 
campus or connected to your network via VPN or proxy server. (See Accessing Networked Resources"34 for 
more information.) For instance, from the home page for Fondren Library35 select the Online News option 
under the Collections heading, then select the Europe option and scroll down to the entry you see below. 
You will see that a large number of newspapers are listed from all over the world. 

Figure 1.54 

Notice the link that o˙ers articles from 1785-1985 through the Times Digital Archive link. Our period is 
included within these dates, so this is where we will begin. 

To begin, select the option that searches the entire content of the article just below the text box. 

34 http://cnx.org/content/m12583/latest/ 
35 http://www.rice.edu/fondren/ 
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Figure 1.55 

This way we will be searching the entire archive for our key terms, rather than just the headlines, leaving 
no stone unturned. 

We will be asking the search engine to locate articles that contain all of the keywords that we enter into 
the text box. By simply entering "Gordon" we are o˙ered 243,551 articles. We would like to cast a wide 
net, but not that wide. We are going to have to limit our search to get what we are after. Let's look again 
at "The Egyptian Red Book" to hone our research strategy. 

On page 736 we see that the ˝rst entry is dated September 1882, the month "Mr. Gladstone's Government 
invade[d] Egypt." The last entry37 is dated 26th January, 1885, the day of General Gordon's death. Let us 
say, then, that the type of story we are looking for would not have been published before 1882 and, being a 
daily paper, not for too many years after the death of Gordon in 1885. We can narrow our search results, 
then, by restricting our search to 1880-1890. 

We notice on the ˝rst page38 of "The Egyptian Red Book" that Sudan is spelled "Soudan." If that is the 
common spelling of the region at the time, our search will turn up very little if we enter today's spelling. 
"Khartoum," the capital of Sudan, can also be spelled Khartum. We may ˝nd more results if we use the 
spelling preferred by the writers of the late nineteenth century in searching their daily papers. 

Notice that we can either search for all the words together by including the word "and" between each of 
our keywords, or look for every article that contains at least one of our keywords by entering the word "or" 
between each keyword. We will use "and" to limit our results and make sure that all of our words are in 
every article. (Most search engines default to "and" if no speci˝c parameters are given.) 

Let's begin where "The Egyptian Red Book" begins and look for a Times response to the invasion of 
Egypt in September 1882. As a keyword, "egypt" alone will be too broad. We will include the term "mahdi," 
the person or group the British seem to be going to Egypt to ˝ght. We are o˙ered 934 articles. Notice, 
however, that we can choose what sort of articles we want to look at. 

36 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div2-N102A2 
37 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div3-N119FC 
38 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div2-N102A2 
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Figure 1.56: View Times Search Results by Category 

Let's begin with News. 
Our list begins in the 1880's. The ˝rst article to jump right out is entitled "Egypt," written in February 

of 1882. 

Figure 1.57: Search result from Times of London database 

Selecting Article will bring up the speci˝c article on the page with each of our keywords marked in purple. 
Scrolling through the article we come across the following passage. 
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Figure 1.58: "Egypt." The Times of London. February 14, 1882, p. 4. 

The article says that "Egypt, in fact, is in the hands of one man, Arabi Bey. The new Ministry is formed 
by him and by him only..... The people treat him with superstitious respect. Some hold him to be a direct 
descendent of the Prophet; others treat him as one inspired; a few think he may be El-Mahdi, the sacred 
Iman so long expected, who will restore Islam to its pristine glory." From this we get a better idea of who 
this Mahdi is and how he ˝gures into our story. The "Red Book" reports that on 22nd Nov., 188339 : 
"Hicks whole army destroyed. 13,000 massacred." On November 23, 1883, the Times published the following 
article: 

39 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div2-N102D7 
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Figure 1.59 

The article reports that the Mahdi annihilated Hicks Pasha and his army of 11,000 men in Sudan. 

Figure 1.60: "The Defeat Of Hicks Pasha." The Times, Nov 23, 1883. 

We are able to follow the entire story as it plays out by comparing the Times' accounts of events in Sudan 
with the way "The Egyptian Red Book" presents the same events. Let's just skip to the end of this tale by 
seeing how the Times responded to the death of Gordon. We will use the keywords Khartoum and Gordon 
to ˝nd our article. We ˝nd scrolling through the articles that the Times did not publish news of Gordon's 
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death until February 11, 1885. 

Figure 1.61: "The War In The Soudan. Reported Death Of General Gordon., Rescue Of Sir C. Wilson." 
The Times, Feb 11, 1885. 

Further down we ˝nd an obituary for General Gordon of over nine thousand words, detailing his life and 
career. 
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Figure 1.62: "General Gordon." The Times, Feb 12, 1885 

In the same way we just explored news articles for our story we could also peruse editorials and commen-
tary to ˝nd out what the editors were expressing about these events. These articles are only one resource 
among many for historians who wish to investigate the impact of historical events on the people who lived 
through them. 

1.4.4 Placing the Quotes in the "Red Book" in Context 

Taken out of context, even the most innocuous of statements can be read as slanderous, vulgar, obnoxious, 
hysterically funny or deeply o˙ensive. It is always important to understand the context of a speaker's 
statements before assuming their intended meaning. When dealing with a work with both a political and 
comedic agenda, such as the Red Book, it is especially important. The editors of the Red Book40 openly 
invite their readers to check up on their quotes and even o˙er a few resources on page ˝ve, advising that 
"The entries in 'The Egyptian Red Book' can be authenticated by reference to the O°cial Blue Books and 
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates." Why would a work of satire provide references for its quotations? 

Figure 1.63: Page 5 of "The Egyptian Red Book" 

Let's have a look for ourselves at the context of these quotes and their potential meanings. 
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates 
Records of British parliamentary debates are commonly known as Hansard's, after the name of the company 
which produced the publication in the nineteenth century. Early records of the debates are not exact 
transcripts of the speeches, but are still valuable sources for historical research. For a more complete 
treatment of this resource, please visit our Parliamentary Papers module41 . When we search the library 
catalog, we ˝nd that Hansard's Parliamentary Debatesis available both in the stacks and on microform. 

40 http://dspace.rice.edu/handle/1911/9170 
41 Conducting Research with the British Parliamentary Papers <http://cnx.org/content/col10289/latest/> 
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Figure 1.64 

In this section we will locate a speci˝c quote in the print version of Hansard's. If you would like to skip 
right to a brief tutorial on the microform and learn how to locate and view your quote in the microform 
format, visit our microform module. 

We have a particularly contestable quote from Mr. Gladstone on page sixteen42 of the Red Book: "The 
G. O. M. says:��It is not a fact that General Gordon has requested Her Majesty's Consular Agent to leave 
Khartoum. It is not a fact that that measure was essential to their safety, and it is not a fact that General 
Gordon stated that the only means of leaving Khartoum would be by Equatorial Africa and the Congo. [It 
is a fact that the G. O. M.'s fact's were not facts.]" 

Figure 1.65: "The Egyptian Red Book," p. 16 

Now, let's ˝nd the original quotation in Hansard's to see everything that was said. 

42 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div3-N10CCF 
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Figure 1.66: Hansard's Parliamentary Debates on the shelf 

Once you have located the shelves you will notice that several hundred years of parliamentary debates 
can take up quite a bit of space. Our quote, dated 24 April 1884, is located in the third series, volume 
CCCLXXXVII. 
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Figure 1.67: Title page to Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, 1884 

You will notice that the table of contents is divided by both date and topic. The quotes from our Red 
Book come primarily from the Questions section, which is divided by subject matter. 
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Figure 1.68 

Scanning the page you will notice that Egypt is discussed in several places, the Sudan speci˝cally on 
page 467. 
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Figure 1.69: Questions in Parliamentary Debates, including "EGYPT (EVENTS IN THE SUDAN)� 
BERBER AND KHARTOUM" 

Under the heading "Events in the Sudan" we ˝nd a Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett inquiring about a telegram 
from Gen. Gordon, which he quotes from here: "General Gordon expresses his utmost indignation at the 
manner in which he has been abandoned by the English government, and states his resolution henceforth to 
cut himself entirely adrift from those who have deserted him, on whom will rest the bloodguiltiness for all 
lives hereafter lost in the Soudan." 

Figure 1.70 
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It would seem from this telegram that Gen. Gordon certainly seems to feel abandoned by his Govern-
ment. However, we ˝nd Mr. Gladstone encouraging his colleagues to take into consideration the entire 
correspondence with Gordon and not just pieces of it out of context: "MR. GLADSTONE: With regard to 
the particulars enumerated in this Question, none of them are accurately stated. Although, no doubt, they 
are the result of the best information at the hon. Member's command. He asks whether it is a fact that 
General Gordon has requested Her Majesty's Consular Agent and Colonel Stewart to leave Khartoum. This 
is not a fact. Then he asks whether General Gordon gave as a reason for that that measure was essential 
for their safety. That is not a fact; and it is not a fact that General Gordon stated that the only means 
of leaving Khartoum would be by Equatorial Africa and the Congo. This Question not being accurately 
framed, I would prefer to leave the matter there and refer the hon. Member to telegrams which will be 
faithfully given to the House in the course of a very few days.... The hon. Member should observe... that 
while we have reason to believe...that General Gordon is not in receipt of some of our papers, and, indeed, of 
important telegrams of ours, on the other hand we have no reason to know that we are in receipt of all the 
telegrams that he has sent. For that reason, perhaps, it is that certain telegrams... have to the Government 
an isolated appearance, and do not carry with them the full and precise signi˝cantion of the documents now 
in our hands. I would, therefore, prefer that the hon. Member should wait for a short time until he can 
form his own opinion of the purport of the telegram, in which General Gordon certainly left it quite open to 
Colonel Stewart and the Consular Agent to leave Khartoum." 
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Figure 1.71 
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Figure 1.72 

Even though Mr. Gladstone seems to be backpeddling a bit, his point is well taken: without the context, 
the message is incomplete. 

As you compare di˙erent sources, consider questions such as: 

• What kind of language is used? For instance, The Egyptian Red Book says that Gordon was "as-
sassinated", while The London Times uses words such as "stabbed" and "killed" (Red Book 2843 

). 
• What is the tone? Note the acerbic side comments in The Egyptian Red Book, such as "Hicks whole 

army destroyed. 13,000 massacred. [The Do-Nothing Government slumber on, as their Chief has a 
cold in his head.]" (644 ). 

• How might contemporary readers have viewed these sources? We can glean the attitudes of some 
commentators towards the satirists who produced the "Red Book" by examining the reviews of the 
Gladstone Almanack printed on the back cover45 of the "Red Book". We can also search for published 

43 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div3-N119FC 
44 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div3-N102F7 
45 http://dspace.rice.edu/xml/1911/9170/23/EgyRedb.tei_full.html#index-div2-N11AE2 
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reviews of the pamphlet, look for annotations in margins, and attempt to ˝nd journals and other 
private documents that might contain commentary on this work. 

The important thing to remember here is that every quote has a context. Political satire often bene˝ts from 
the wide range of applicability of someone's statement once it is taken out of its context. As historians, it 
is crucial to our work that we discover and maintain the intended meaning of each statement we include in 
our descriptions. It can be as tempting for the historian as it is for the satirist to allow a statement to stand 
out of its context if it ˝ts with our desired narrative. Locating the context of the quotes in a work such 
as the Red Book can be as illuminating of our own responsibilities as for the necessity of the rigors of our 
methodology. 

1.5 Using Library Resources 

1.5.1 Accessing Subscription-Based Electronic Resources
46 

Introduction 
Many online research sources, such as indexes, databases, and journals, are available only through subscrip-
tion. Each year libraries pay signi˝cant fees to bring these resources to their patrons. To use fee-based online 
resources, users must be validated as belonging to an institution that has purchased a license. Vendors often 
restrict access to resources by IP (Internet Protocol) address, the address for your institution's network. If 
your institution has paid for a subscription to an electronic journal, database, or index, there are several 
ways that you can potentially access it. You can: 

• Use the electronic resource at the library. 
• Gain access from an o°ce, dorm room, or other room on campus, provided that you are connected to 

the campus network. You can use either a wireless or a hard wired connection. 
• Access the resource from o˙ campus via a proxy server 
• Connect to the resource from o˙ campus via a VPN (Virtual Private Network) 

Many people prefer to do their research from home rather than having to go into the library. Most universities 
provide a way for students, faculty and sta˙ to access resources from o˙-campus; some public libraries, such 
as the Minneapolis Public Library47 , also provide access to electronic resources from outside the library 
building. In this module, we will focus on accessing electronic resources through VPN or a proxy server. For 
purposes of demonstration, we will discuss how everything works at Rice University, but a similar process 
will apply at most other institutions. Check with your institution's library and information technology 
department to get the speci˝cs. 

1.5.1.1 Accessing Online Resources Through a Proxy Server 

A proxy server allows people to access restricted online resources from outside their campus or work network. 
As the word "proxy" suggests, a proxy server is a piece of software that goes between your computer and a 
web server. It veri˝es that you are a member of your institution and thus entitled to use web-based licensed 
resources from o˙-campus by requiring you to enter a username and password. 

In order to use the proxy server, you will need to con˝gure your web browser so that it points to 
the proper server in the proxy settings. Like many other universities, Rice gives detailed instructions for 
con˝guring the proxy server48 . Each browser (such as Firefox and Internet Explorer) requires a slightly 
di˙erent con˝guration process, but once you get everything set up you typically do not have to con˝gure the 
browser again. For example, to set up Internet Explorer to work for Rice users, you would use the following 
process (replacing the address for Rice's proxy server with that of your own institution): 

46 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12583/1.7/>. 
47 http://www.mplib.org/browser_new.asp 
48 http://proxy.rice.edu/ 
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Figure 1.73: Con˝guring the proxy server for Internet Explorer 

Once this process is complete you should be able to access most of the online resources available through 
the network. (A complete list of resources available through the proxy server at Rice is available at 
http://proxy.rice.edu49 ). Once you have logged in, typically you can access resources via the proxy server 
for up to two hours; if you lose your connection, just re-enter your user name and password. 

1.5.1.2 Using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

Whereas the proxy server provides access to restricted Web resources by verifying your identity through 
your login and password, a Virtual Private Network (VPN) establishes a secure connection to your campus 

49 http://proxy.rice.edu/ 
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network. With VPN, you can not only access web sites, but also transfer ˝les, run programs, and so 
forth. Although a VPN may be slower than the proxy server, many libraries recommend this secure, ˛exible 
approach over the proxy server. Often more resources are available through VPN than through the proxy 
server, and you may have more ˛exibility in working with them. Using VPN requires that you install special 
software on your computer and set up an account through your institution's Information Technology group. 
See, for example, the description of how the VPN works at Rice50 . 

1.5.2 Searching Online Catalogs: WebCat
51 

1.5.2.1 Introduction 

Online catalogs such as WebCat make it easy to ˝nd what you're looking for in a library's collection, including 
books, ˝lms, music and periodicals. WebCat o˙ers a variety of search options to assist you in sifting through 
the variety of materials availabe to ˝nd the exact item you are looking for. The following is designed to help 
guide you through these search options. 
Accessing the Catalog 
Typically you can ˝nd the link for the library catalog by visiting the web page for the library. From the 
Fondren Library52 home page, for instance, click on Catalog and you will see a list of options on the right 
side of the screen. Select Search WebCat to access the introductory search page. 

Figure 1.74 

How WebCat Searches 
First, let's take a quick look at what WebCat looks for when you begin a search. Here is an example of one 
entry among thousands in the index. 

50 http://www.rice.edu/it/resources/network/o˙campus/vpn/ 
51 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12527/1.5/>. 
52 http://www.rice.edu/fondren 
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Figure 1.75 

The information presented above may be viewed as a list of categories you could use to locate this 
particular work through WebCat, such as title, author, and subject. 

Notice that a few bits of information are in blue; these are links to more information or other lists of 
works related to the information already listed. We will highlight a few of them here. 
Author 

Figure 1.76 

The name of the author, as it appears in this blue link, will produce a list of all of his works held by 
Fondren. 
Title 

Figure 1.77 

The title of the work, as it appears in this blue link, will bring up all of the titles held by Fondren that 
match the title of your entry. You can ˝nd out if Fondren owns di˙erent volumes of your work or the same 
work in another medium, such as a computer ˝le or micro˝che. 
Subject 
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Figure 1.78 

The subject links will search WebCat for all other works that fall under the same subject heading. These 
catalogers assigned these terms by drawing from an extensive and authoritative list of subject headings 
developed by the Library of Congress. For an in-depth description of subject headings, visit the Library 
of Congress53 section of our How does Oriental Cairo compare with similar works? module. For now, just 
note that the words listed in blue are links that will take you to a list of all of the works that Fondren has 
catagorized under the same subject headings as the work listed in the entry. 
Keeping a list of what you ˝nd 
We suggest that you keep a well documented list of everything you ˝nd in your searches. WebCat provides 
an easy way to do this. Let's go back to our entry for Queer things about Egypt. Notice a small box just 
above the blue link for the call number: 

Figure 1.79 

(Note that the entry will not be checked as it appears here; you must do that yourself.) To automatically 
generate a list of the works you've found, check all of the relevant catalog records and when you have ˝nished 
your session with WebCat, click the Print Capture option at the top of the screen. 

53 "How Does "Oriental Cairo" Compare With Similar Works?": Section The Library of Congress 
<http://cnx.org/content/m12585/latest/#loc> 
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Figure 1.80 

You will be taken to a screen that will not only let you view all of your results, but also organize them, 
save them, or print them. You have several options here; take a look at them all and choose a standard for 
your self so that you will always know what to look for in your list. 

Figure 1.81 

This set of options will produce a list of full entries in alphabetical order by title. The entries will look 
like this: 
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Figure 1.82 

You have the option of saving or printing each individually as you go along or at the end of your session. 
If you decide to save each as you go along, here are a few suggestions: create a new ˝le on your desktop and 
title it with the subject you are researching and the date. When you select the save option, a screen will 
pop up with the entry in it. Select the File tab and highlight Save As. Then, select your new folder as the 
target and rename the entry you are saving with the title of the work it describes. 

You will notice that you also have the option to e-mail your search results to yourself. This option comes 
in handy if you want to get to the search results from a computer other than the one you are currently using. 
Search options on WebCat 
The system simply searches the index for the terms you enter into the text box provided, in the order that 
you enter them, and within the category limits you set by choosing author, subject or title. Have a look at 
your search options with this list in mind. 

Figure 1.83 
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Search Everything: 
This option seems pretty obvious�it literally searches every bit of text in the index for the keywords you 
enter. 
Author: 
Take a look at the entry above and notice that how the author's name is listed: last name ˝rst, followed by 
a comma, and then any titles your author may hold, ˝rst name, and then any additional names. 
Title: 
Enter the title of the work you are looking for exactly as it appears in your reference�no quotes or italics 
necessary�and WebCat will produce everything in the stacks or in storage listed under those keywords. 
Periodical Title: 
An article referenced in a footnote looks something like this: 

Figure 1.84 

Checking the stacks at Fondren for article requires that you ˝nd the periodical it was published in. If 
you have the name for that periodical, �Book Collector� in our example, enter it into the text box and select 
Periodical Title. Then you can look through the list for the speci˝c issue you need; here it would be Spring 
1973. 
Subject: 
Notice the entries next to Subject in our example. These are determined by the Library of Congress. For 
now just make a note of how they are presented�regions ˝rst, followed by type or genre. 
Series: 
Many works are published or grouped later, with other related material in a series. You can see in our 
example that it is the ninth unit in a series called Western books: The Middle East from the rise of Islam. 
If you entered those terms into the text box and selected the series option you would be presented with the 
other eight as well, if they are in the collection at Fondren. 
Keyword and Browse 
Browse returns an alphabetical list of records beginning with the ˝rst word entered. Keyword returns records 
containing the keyword(s) entered into the serch box. In general, keyword is a more comprehensive search 
option. 

1.5.2.2 Basic Search on WebCat 

There are three initial search options for you to choose from on the right side of the screen. 

Figure 1.85 

The default setting of WebCat is Basic Search, the most general of the options. This is usually the best 
place to begin if you do not have very speci˝c information on the item you wish to locate. 
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The default search option does not require that you have any speci˝c information about a particular item 
to search for it. Basic Search will sort the contents of the catalog in order of their catagorical relation to the 
keywords that you enter into the text bar. By choosing one of the six catagories below the text bar you can 
then limit the way WebCat applies your keywords. 

Figure 1.86 

Which of these options you select will depend on what kind of information you have about the item you 
are looking for. We will take a look at each search option in terms of the information you need to use them 
and what they can produce for you. 

Figure 1.87 

All you have is the author's name 
If you have the full name of the author, type the author's full name, last name ˝rst, followed by a comma, 
the ˝rst name, and then any additional names in their correct order into the text box and select the Author 
search option. WebCat will produce a list of every item in the collection that has been attributed to your 
author. 
If you have only part of the author's name 
If you have only some of the author's name, let's say just his last name, you can still ˝nd the work your 
looking for here. Just enter the information you do have and WebCat will provide you with a list of potential 
authors for you to choose from. Select any of the names in the list and you may peruse their works to see if 
you have found your woman, or man as the case may be. 

You may select record to view a more complete description of any of the works listed. This description may 
include biographical notes about the author, additional contributors to the work, a synapses of the contents, 
subject categories under which a researcher may locate similar works and all publication information. If the 
information appears in blue then it may link to even more information about a particular aspect of the work. 
When to use the Author search 
This catagory should be used if you know the name, or any part of the name, of the author, but not of the 
speci˝c text you want. This search will produce a list of every work in the collection that has been authored 
by someone whose name includes the keywords you have entered. This is a productive catagory if you wish 
to browse through everything a particular person has written, for example. 
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Figure 1.88 

All you have is the Title of a work 
If you have the complete title of the work you need, type the exact title of the book into the text box and 
select the Title search option. The catalog will produce every item in the collection listed under that exact 
title. The individual descriptions will provide all of the basic information required to locate the particular 
media in the stacks. The list will also alert you to the status of that work�whether it is on the shelf, checked 
out, on reserve or in a Rice library other than Fondren. 
If you have only part of the title of a work 
If you know only part of the title of the work you need, enter what you have into the textbox, select the 
keyword option unless you are sure that the word you know is the ˝rst word in the title, and select a title 
search. WebCat will produce every title with the keywords you enter. 

Among the works listed you may select View to see a more complete description. This description may 
include biographical notes about the author, additional contributors to the work, synapses of the contents, 
all publication information and subject categories under which a researcher may locate similar works. If the 
information appears in blue then it may link you to even more information about a particular aspect of the 
work. 
When to use the title search option 
This catagory should be used if you know some, but not necessarilly all of the words in the title of a 
particular work. This search will produce a list of every work in the collection that has a title which includes 
the keywords you have entered. This is a productive category if you do not know the exact title, but know 
one or more of the words in it. 

Figure 1.89 

All you know about the book is the subject matter 
If the only thing you know about the book you need is that it should be about a speci˝c subject, you're in 
the right place. Take another look at the entry example at the top of this module. Listed next to Subject 
you will see the words �Egypt�Description and Travel�. Notice that region is listed ˝rst, then genre. The 
categories into which works are placed are both concentric and overlapping. Within the larger category of 
Egypt lie the sub-categories of Description and Travel as well as Social Life and Customs. If you wanted 
to learn how to do the breast stroke you would look under �sports aquatic instruction� for example. Many 
times entering a subject keyword will produce more subject heading options; this can be a useful tool in 
narrowing down your subject pool to just the types of works you wish to peruse. 

Type the keywords you feel most appropriately describe your subject into the text box and select the 
Subject search option. WebCat will produce either a list of speci˝c items that relate to the combination of 
keywords or, if there are no distinct matches, a list of subject themes for you to choose from. 

You may select the view option to see a more complete description of any of the works listed. This 
description may include biographical notes about the author, additional contributors to the work, a synapses 
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of the contents, subject categories under which may take you to similar works and all publication information. 
If the information appears in blue then it may link you to even more information about a particular aspect 
of the work. 
When to use the Subject search 
This category should be used if you wish to browse through all of the works on a speci˝c subject. Works 
are shelved in the library according to speci˝c subject categories that are set by the Library of Congress. In 
many books, the Library of Congress subject eadings will be found on the page opposite the title page at 
the beginning of the book. It is best to begin with the aspect of the subject that is most broad, Africa for 
example, and then focus in on the speci˝c qualities of the work you seek, such as Egypt and then Travel. 
In the subject catagory it is important that you describe your target subject with as few words as you are 
able to. Too re˝ned a search will produce no results and too broad a search will produce too many. Try to 
choose the words that most succinctly describe the work you are looking for. You can ˝nd a complete list 
of the Library of Congress subject categories online54 or review the printed listing at the library's reference 
desk. 

Figure 1.90 

If you are looking for an article in a periodical 
If you are looking for an article, you will probably need to search a periodical index or full-text journals 
database. However, the catalog will locate the periodical it was published in, however. If you know the name 
of the journal, enter it into the text box and select the Periodical Title option. When you ˝nd yourtitle, 
look for the speci˝c issue you need. It should be listed in the referrence you pulled your article from, such 
as a foot- or end-note in a book. 
If you are looking for an article, but you do not know the name of the periodical it was 
published in 
At this point we will need to access another resource�either journal index (such as Historical Abstracts), 
or an electronic journal collection (such as JSTOR). You will be able to search thousands of journals with 
keywords just as we have done with WebCat. You will be able to locate the periodical you need and then 
return to the library catalog to see if it is available. For a guide through the online journal index, visit the 
Online journals and newspapers55 section of our Who is Douglas Sladen?module. 
When to use the Periodical Title search 
This category should be used if you know the title of a speci˝c journal, newspaper or any other periodical 
in the collection that may contain the item you are looking for. You may also enter a subject catagory and 
search for any periodicals that may relate to the topic you are researching. The catalog will provide all of 
the periodicals that relate to your particular area of interest. 

Figure 1.91 

54 http://authorities.loc.gov/ 
55 "Researching Biography: Who is Douglas Sladen?": Section Looking in Journals and Newspapers for Articles about your 

Author <http://cnx.org/content/m12529/latest/#sec2> 
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If your work is a part of a series 
Often works are published in a series of several volumes or with related works or authors. You can ˝nd this 
information on the page opposite the title page at the beginning of the book along with all of the publication 
information. By typing the name of the series into the text box and selecting this option a list of all works 
included in that series that the library has on the shelves will be provided. 
When you should use the Series search 
This category should be used if you know of a particular series of publications in which the work you seek 
may be included. 

Figure 1.92 

Search Everything 
If you want to cast your net widely and conduct a more general search across the title, subject terms, 
periodical titles, and author ˝elds, select "Search Everything." You will probably retrieve some irrelevant 
results, but at least you won't miss anything. 

You may select the view option for a more complete description of any of the works listed. This description 
may include biographical notes about the author, additional contributors to the work, a synapses of the 
contents, subject categories under which a student may locate similar works and all publication information. 
If the information appears in blue then it may link the student to even more information about a particular 
aspect of the work. 
When you should use the Search Everything search 
This category should be used when you have only the most basic idea of what you are looking and wish to 
browse many options�or if you want to know everything Fondren has even remotely related to your topic. 
For example, if you want to know everything written about, by or in the same vein as a speci˝c work, you're 
in the right place. 

1.5.3 Locating Research Materials Using Meta-Catalogs: WorldCat
56 

1.5.3.1 Introduction 

WorldCat is a system designed to help you to browse the collections of over 16,000 libraries world wide. 
You can also order books the books you ˝nd on WorldCat from other libraries through Interlibrary loan. 
WorldCat is an excellent resource for ˝nding out what is out there as well as getting it delivered to you here. 
Accessing WorldCat 
Fondren provides three computer labs on the ˝rst ˛oor of the library. You must be an enrolled student at 
Rice to access the internet in these areas. If you are a student at Rice and have not yet registered with to use 
the internet resources available to you, you may do so at the OwlNet57 . WorldCat is available to everyone, 
however, on the computers surrounding the information desk. 

WorldCat can be accessed from any internet connection by visiting the website for Rice University. Once 
you ˝nd the home page for Rice, click on General Public and then on Fondren. From the Fondren home 
page, click on Catalog and you will see a list of options on the right side of the screen. Select Other Library 
Catalogs and then scroll down a bit, you will see WorldCat under the Major Collective Catalogs heading. 

56 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12523/1.7/>. 
57 http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/ 
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How WorldCat Searches 
First, let's take a quick look at what WorldCat looks for when you begin a search. Here is an example of 
one entry among thousands in the index. 

Figure 1.93 

The information presented above may be viewed as a list of terms you could use to locate this particular 
work through WorldCat. There are a few things we should take not of here: 

First, WorldCat searches for the information you see above in speci˝c ways. For example, if you were to 
do a title search for Douglas Sladen, you would not receive an entry for "Oriental Cairo". This seems simple 
(and possibly silly) but it brings to an important point. Notice how everything in this entry is worded, that 
is how WorldCat sees it in the index. If you want the system to locate something for you, then you must 
learn what it looks for and how it looks for it. 

Second, you can ˝nd this work through any one of thousands of combination of keywords, most of which 
you see here in the entry. Make a note of the way in which the words are categorized now, it will be important 
later. 

1.5.3.2 Basic Search 

Lets take a look at our basic search options. 
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Figure 1.94 

Notice the black circles to the right of some of the text boxes, these will link you to more information 
about what to put in them. We have collected that information for you here. 
Keyword 

Figure 1.95 
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Author 

Figure 1.96 

Title 
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Figure 1.97 

ISBN Number 

Figure 1.98 
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Year 

Figure 1.99 

Getting Started 
Follow these directions closely when entering your information about the work you are looking for. A few 
seconds of thought at this point will save you many minutes of browsing through entries you probably didn't 
have to see. 

Try to locate "Oriental Cairo" by title, author, subject and year to get a feel for what each search will 
produce separately. 

1.5.3.3 Advanced Search 

Let's take a look at the Advanced Search options to get a feel for the how WorldCat can re˝ne your search 
for you and save you time and e˙ort. Here is a look at their Advanced Search Page. 
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Figure 1.100 

Select the arrow box to the right of the text box across from Search For: and you will ˝nd a much longer 
list of options than with the basic search. If you are using the Advanced Search option, then you probably 
know a little more about what you need than the title or author's name. These options will become more 
pertinent as you begin to look for a wider variety of works. For now we will just explore how the Advanced 
Search can help narrow your results for organizational purposes. 
Di˙erent ways of looking for your subject 
The most productive uses of the Advanced Search for the beginner are those having to do with the Subject 
Search and with limiting the media you are searching for. We will take a look at both options here. 

Select the arrow box to the right of the keyword text box, anyone will be ˝ne. Scroll down to the Subject 
heading and then look for named person, highlight that option. Now enter the our author's name and select 
Search. 
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Figure 1.101 

We see our biography, the very thing a Named Person search should produce. We also ˝nd that Douglas 
Sladen's personal letters exist in an Archive somewhere. Select the title heading to ˝nd out more. 

Figure 1.102 

We have just located two personal letters of Douglas Sladen, we know when they were written, to whom 
and what subjects they address. This is the kind of document that can turn a mediocre research project 
into something really interesting. 
Limiting the media your searching for 
Let's say you just need a picture of your author or you just want to ˝nd out what kinds of internet resources 
might list him or her. Scroll down to the words Limit Type To: and observe the media icons. Lets check 
Internet Resources and Visual Materials. 

Figure 1.103 

No pictures, but we do have two online resources to check out.The important thing to remember here 
is that narrowing your options can sometimes open up doors that you may not expect. Now that you have 
some experience with specifying what you need, try experimenting with the di˙erent options just to see what 
else you can ˝nd. 
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1.5.4 Borrowing Resources through Interlibrary Loan: Illiad
58 

What if the library does not own the work you need? 
While you are conducting research, you may come across references to a work that appears to be perfect 
for your project�except that your library does not own a copy of it. Never fear! Through interlibrary loan 
(ILL), your library can probably borrow a copy and whisk it to you in only a few days. Many libraries 
have implemented web-based interlibrary loan management systems that make it easier for the borrower to 
make requests and for the library to ful˝ll them. Such systems allow users to follow up on loan requests and 
even to receive articles in an electronic format such as PDF. In this module, part of a series exploring how 
to conduct historical research, we describe the interlibrary loan process, focusing on OCLC's Illiad59 , the 
system used by many libraries. 
Getting started with Illiad 
Many libraries highlight interlibrary loan on their home pages, typically under a heading such as "services." 
You can also ˝nd the interlibrary loan link by conducting a search on your library's web site or while you 
are searching for resources in WorldCat, the online catalog that lists the holdings of thousands of libraries. 
If you're a ˝rst-time user of Illiad, you will need to register with the system so that the library can verify 
that you're authorized to borrow resources and so that they can easily contact you when your loan request 
is ready. Registration requires only that you provide some basic information and should take only a few 
minutes. 

note: The interface for Illiad may look di˙erent at di˙erent libraries, but the core functions remain 
the same. For purposes of demonstration, this module focuses on the Illiad interface at Fondren 
Library. 

1.5.4.1 Ordering Through Illiad 

Once you have registered with Illiad, you can immediately make an interlibrary loan request. Keep in mind 
that Illiad will probably not order anything that the library already owns, even if it is checked out. You can 
request that checked-out materials be recalled through the library catalog; simply look up the work by title 
or author, bring up the entry on the work and look for the user services or recall option. 
What information you will need to order a book. 
First, let's check out the types of information needed to order a book through Illiad. Log in by entering 
your ID and password into the text boxes. You will be taken to the main menu for Illiad. From here you 
can update your user information, keep track of what you have ordered and when it's due back, and order a 
variety of works, including documents, patents, theses, books and even speci˝c chapters from books. . For 
our introductory purposes here we will focus on ordering a book, Douglas Sladen's Oriental Cairo60 . 

Select the "Request a Book" option. 

58 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12525/1.7/>. 
59 http://www.oclc.org/illiad/ 
60 http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9189 
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Figure 1.104 

The Loan Request Screen you see provides you with a list of everything you need to locate a book through 
Illiad. This is where we will return once we have all of the information we need to satisfy the requirements. 
You could order a book with just the name of the author and the title. However, the more information you 
have the more likely it is that the Interlibrary Loan department will be able locate your work. Also, the 
easier you make it for the sta˙ to ˝nd the work, the faster it will be processed. Make a note here of the 
types of information the sta˙ needs to process your order. 
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Figure 1.105: Illiad form for interlibrary loan requests 

Locating the information you need to order a book. 
One of the easiest ways to gather all of the information you need to order a book through Illiad is to locate the 
book through WorldCat, (Section 1.5.3) which contains catalog records from thousands of libraries around 
the world. You can access WorldCat by visiting the Fondren homepage, selecting the Catalog option and 
then selecting the Other Library Option. Scroll down a bit and you will see the WorldCat link. 

As an example we will bring up �Oriental Cairo� to show you where to look for the information you need 
and then to point out a short cut. 

Enter the title in the Title textbox select the Search option. 
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Figure 1.106: Searching WorldCat 

Select the full record for your search result. We have the author's full name, title, date of publication, 
publication place and publisher, everything we need to order the book through interlibrary loan. 

Figure 1.107: WorldCat result for "Oriental Cairo" 

We could head back to Illiad's request page at this point to enter our information, but we have one more 
service option to explore. Take a quick look under the Get This Item heading just below the title information 
at the top. Notice the Interlibrary loan option. 
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Figure 1.108 

If you select this option, WorldCat will take you directly to Illiad at your library and automatically enter 
all of the information you need to order the book, including the libraries in which it is available. 
What next? 
All you have to do now is to wait. ILL will contact you when your book arrives or with any problems they 
have in ordering it. If you wish to check on the status of your order, just head back to the Illiad home page 
and select that option near the bottom of the list. 

1.5.5 Conducting Research Using Micro˝che, Micro˝lm and Microcard
61 

1.5.5.1 Introduction 

Important but often overlooked sources for research materials are micro˝lm and microforms. For instance, 
Fondren Library at Rice University houses over 2,314,000 print volumes, but that is actually less than half 
of the collection. Fondren also o˙ers Rice students access to around 2,900,000 units of microform. More 
than equaling the amount of printed material, the microform department is one resource that researchers 
and students alike cannot a˙ord to pass over in their search for documents. 

This module will introduce you to doing research using micro˝lms and microforms, using Fondren Library 
as an example. 

1.5.5.2 Locating the Micro˝lm, Micro˝che or Microcard that you need 

First, there are some speci˝cs you will need from the entry for the work you are looking for. Take a look at 
the example below and notice the ˝che number listed to the right of the Reproduction Note heading. 

Figure 1.109 

Each microcard, ˝che and ˝lm is divided into numbered frames or sections, each reel containing, some-
times, hundreds of documents. Knowing where your document is located on the reel is as important as 
knowing where the reel is located in the drawers. Now, let's ˝nd our materials. 

61 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12729/1.7/>. 
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Finding your micro˝lm, micro˝che or microcard is very similar to locating a book on a shelf in the library. 
Just look at the drawers that contain the material you are looking for as if they were shelves and you will 
have no di°culty following the system. 

1.5.5.3 Micro˝che 

We will begin with micro˝che, ˝rst locating our document and then the use of the viewing machine. Once you 
have your call and ˝che numbers, we can begin. Ours are DS42.4 W47 1995 and ˝che numbers 1,207-1,214, 
as they appear in the entry. 

Figure 1.110 

Figure 1.111 

Once you ˝nd your drawer, and the hundreds of ˝che inside; the ˝che numbers come in very handy. 
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Figure 1.112 

We can quickly locate the ˝che we need by scanning the ˝che numbers printed at the top of each. 
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Figure 1.113 

Now let's head to the machines. 
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1.5.5.4 Using the Viewers 

Figure 1.114 

The viewing machines look like this. 
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Figure 1.115 

Viewing micro˝che on the viewing machines 
First, reach around to the right side of the machine and locate the on switch, turn it on and the screen will 
light up. 

Notice a gray tab with a white arrow pointing toward you, you will want to pull this towards you as 
indicated until the glass plate in the middle of the tray rises about an inch. 
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Figure 1.116 

Place your micro˝che into the space between the angled plate and the plate below face down and with 
the heading pointing away from you like this. 
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Figure 1.117 

Then push the tray back into the machine as the plate closes until it clicks into place. As you do so you 
will notice the contents of the plate appear on the screen. Sometimes they will be upside down or sideways, 
depending on the ˝che you are using. 

A brief exploration of the controls should enable you to right your image. 
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Figure 1.118 

The Slide Arm will move the image from left to right, allowing you to center the image you see on the 
screen. Due to the fact that it is a re˛ection, the image will move in the opposite direction that you move 
the arm. 
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Figure 1.119 

To rotate the image, turn the Image Rotation dial to the left of the lens. To sharpen the focus, adjust the 
grey gear. To enlarge the image, adjust the blue gear. Notice the small black angles on your screen; these 
are the print page edges, ideally you would like to adjust the image in the way described until the content 
you want appears within these markings. 

To move from frame to frame you must move the grey tray with the white arrow (the one you pulled 
out and inserted the micro˝che into in the beginning) forward, backward, left and right. A bit of practice 
should acquaint you with the technique. 

A quick scan around the micro˝che and we discover the title page. 
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Figure 1.120 

And a few frames over we ˝nd the table of contents. 
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Figure 1.121 

Printing images from the viewers 
Once you locate the frames you would like to take with you, center them within the print page edges on the 
screen, deposit a dime into the receptacle below the machine on the left, 
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Figure 1.122 

and press the green print button below the screen to the right. 
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Figure 1.123 

Your image should then be processed by the printers. 

1.5.5.5 Micro˝lm 

Here we will locate a reel of micro˝lm and give an introduction to the viewing machine. Once you have your 
call and reel numbers we can begin. Ours are PR1105 .U52, reel 351, no. 4. As they appear in our entry. 

Figure 1.124 

Each reel of ˝lm will be contained in a box like this one. 
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Figure 1.125 
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Figure 1.126 
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Figure 1.127 

Now let's head to the viewing machines. 
Viewing micro˝lm on the viewing machines 

The machines will look like this. 
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Figure 1.128 

Reach around to the right side of the machine and ˝nd the on switch, when you have it in the on position 
the screen should light up. 

Look for a grey tab with a white arrow near the bottom of the machine. Pull the tab toward you until 
the tray is fully extended; if the glass plate in the center of the tray rises push it back in until it rests on the 
plate below it. Then slide the tray all the way to the right. 
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Figure 1.129 

Then slide the tray back into the machine from this position. 
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Figure 1.130 

Now you are ready to load up the ˝lm. 
Loading micro˝lm into the viewer 
First you will want to make sure that the LED display reads "roll" indicating that the machine is ready 
for the ˝lm, if it does not then repeat the process above. If you have trouble, the help desk is always right 
there. 
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Figure 1.131 

When you take the ˝lm out of the box it will look like this. 
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Figure 1.132 

Notice the twine wrapped around the cardboard circle, unwind it and remove the cardboard strip. Look 
to the bottom left of the viewer and you will see a green button beside a metal peg coming out of the 
machine. Push that button and a securing roller will pop up to reveal the lower roller. 
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Figure 1.133 

Now you are all ready to place the reel on the peg and load up the ˝lm. Notice that the base of the peg 
is square, this will match up with the square hole in the center of the ˝lm reel. You will want the ˝lm on 
the reel to be coming over the top of the reel when you load it, like this. 
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Figure 1.134 

Feed the ˝lm into the green receiver as you see above, guiding it through to the other side. Guide a 
pretty good amount of ˝lm through, about eight to ten inches, and then close the securing arm you raised 
by pressing the green button above. Then turn the dial below the LED display, which should begin to read 
o˙ the frame numbers you should be able to see on the screen at this point. 

If by chance your image is upside down, use the image rotation dial on the front of the machine to right 
it. If the image is too large or small or out of focus you can adjust the blue gear for zooming in and the grey 
gear for sharpening the image. 
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Figure 1.135 

Once you have found the document you were looking for getting a hard copy is relatively easy. Click here 
(Printing images from the viewers, p. 92) to return to the section on printing above this one. When you 
are ˝nished with a reel of ˝lm, rewind it by rotating the dial below the LED display remembering to slow 
down as the frame numbers approach zero to prevent the loose end from ˛apping against the machine and 
breaking apart. Then wrap the cardboard strip around the ˝lm and the twine around the cardboard circle. 
Return the ˝lm to the box and close it securely but do not return it to the shelf just yet. 

1.5.5.6 Microcard 

Here we will locate a document on microcard format and introduce you to the viewing machine. Our call 
number will be E12 .L68 as it appears in our entry. 
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Figure 1.136 

Microcards will be found in boxes that look like this one, just think of the boxes as books on a shelf and 
documents like pages in those books. 

Figure 1.137 
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The cards themselves will look like this. 

Figure 1.138 

Now that we have our card, lets head over to the viewing machines. 
Viewing microcards on the viewing machines 
The machines will look like this. 
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Figure 1.139 

Reach around to the right side of the machine and turn it on, you should hear a fan and see a light come 
on inside. Pull the tray below the screen toward you until the glass plate in the center rises about a half 
inch. 
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Figure 1.140 

Then slide in your microcard with the title at the top, as you would read it without the machine. 
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Figure 1.141 

Then slide the tray back into the machine and you should see the images on the screen. 
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Figure 1.142 

If you need to make any adjustments, such as focusing or rotating the image, look below the screen but 
above the tray for the controls. 
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Figure 1.143 
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1.5.6 Introduction to Conducting Research with the British Parliamentary 

Papers
62 

Figure 1.144 

If you are researching the history of Britain or any countries with which it had a relationship (including Egypt, 
which is featured prominently in the Travelers in the Middle East Archive), the British Parliamentary Papers 
can be a crucial source. In this course, we explore how to use these political documents. The list of questions 
below guide you through the key concepts explored in the modules that comprise this course. If you would 
like to begin the course, scroll down to the bottom of the page and select the link on the left. If you would 
like to jump to a speci˝c location, browse the topics below and select any one of them to go right to the 
information you need. 

What is the British Parliament? (Section 1.5.7.1: Introduction) 
What is the History of the British Parliament? (Section 1.5.7.2: What is Parliament?) 
What is the House of Commons? (Section 1.5.7.2.1: House of Commons) 
What is the House of Lords? (Section 1.5.7.2.2: House of Lords) 
What are the Parliamentary Papers? (Section 1.5.7.3: What are the Parliamentary Papers?) 
How are the Parliamentary Papers organized? (Section 1.5.7.3.1: How they are organized) 

62 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12842/1.6/>. 
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The following list of questions are addressed in the How do I ˝nd the information I need in the Parlia-
mentary Papers? module. 

What library resources can one use in searching the Parliamentary Papers? (Section 1.5.8.1: Fondren's 
Resources for the British Parliamentary Papers) 

What can I expect to ˝nd in a printed guide to the Parliamentary Papers? (Section 1.5.8.2: Guides to 
the Parliamentary Papers) 

What can I expect to ˝nd in a printed index for the Parliamentary Papers? (Section 1.5.8.3: Indexes for 
the Parliamentary Papers) 

What can I expect to ˝nd in an electronic index for the Parliamentary Papers? (Section 1.5.8.4: Fondren's 
electronic index for the House of Commons Papers) 

How do I locate a document from the Parliamentary Papers from the collection on microform? (Sec-
tion 1.5.8.5: Locating a Document From the Parliamentary Papers on Microform at Fondren) 

1.5.7 The British Parliament and its Papers
63 

Figure 1.145: PalaceOfWestminsterAtNight Photograph ©Andrew Dunn, 29 September 2004. 

1.5.7.1 Introduction 

The British Parliament is the legislative body of Government in the United Kingdom. It is an institution of 
government that can trace its roots back to the thirteenth century and beyond. Being a body of appointed 
and elected representatives of the British constituency, the Parliament itself can be seen as the institutional 
bridge between Medieval monocracy and modern democracy in Europe. 

Here we will provide a brief introduction to Parliament and a guide to researching the records of its 
operation in the Parliamentary Papers. The Parliamentary Papers hold the documentation of detailed 
investigations performed by committees of experts, heated debates between the heads of state, and the 
legislative paths of governmental policies all responding to historical events in the UK and around the world 
for over ˝ve-hundred years. Thus the Parliamentary Papers can be an invaluable research source for projects 
investigating not only the history of Great Britain, but also of any country with which Englad had signi˝cant 
relations. 

Taking a moment to learn a bit about what Parliament is and how it works will be extremely helpful 
throughout your research in the Parliamentary Papers. The following is a brief introduction to the workings 

63 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12841/1.6/>. 
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of Parliament with links to more thorough explanations from the UK Parliament website64 . At any time 
during your research, if you should ˝ne a term or concept that need further explanation, the UK Parliament 
website has thorough descriptions of what Parliament is65 and what Parliament does66 as well as an extensive 
glossary of related terms67 . 

1.5.7.2 What is Parliament? 

The word parliament is derived from the English pronunciation (par-ley) of the French verb parler, meaning 
to speak. A parlement, in French, is a discussion, especially between enemies concerning the terms of 
resolving a dispute. The Oxford English Dictionary provides a detailed examination of the etymology of the 
word Parliament68 . 

The ˝rst English Parliament was formed during the reign of King Henry III in the thirteenth- century. 
Click here for a detailed account of the History of Parliament69 . In the United Kingdom, Parliament is 
a three tiered legislative system, composed of the House of Commons70 , the House of Lords71 , and the 
Monarch. It is the institution that introduces bills and passes them into laws in the UK. 

1.5.7.2.1 House of Commons 

The House of Commons72 is directly elected by British citizens. The political party that wins the most seats 
in an election forms the government, and the leader of that party becomes the Prime Minister. This House 
is responsible for introducing legislation that is then voted on and sent for approval to the House of Lords. 
Click here to have a look into the Chamber House of Commons73 . 

1.5.7.2.2 House of Lords 

The House of Lords74 is a body of appointed representatives. This House is responsible for reviewing the 
Bills presented to it by the House of Commons before presenting them to the Monarch for o°cial rati˝cation. 
Have a look into the Chamber of the House of Lords75 . 

1.5.7.2.3 Westminster System 

This type of legislative organization is known as the Westminster System, after the Westminster Palace in 
which the UK Parliament is located. It can be found, with some variation, in many of the former possessions 
of now defunct British Empire, including Australia, India, Ireland, Jamaica, Malaysia, New Zealand and 
Singapore. The Westminster system consists of a system in which one house is elected and the other 
appointed, an executive branch made up of members of the legislature, the presence of opposition parties, 
and a ceremonial head of state, who is di˙erent from the head of government. 

Just to get a feel for what we are discussing, let's take a moment and peek in on today's session in the 
House of Commons and the House of Lords at a website called Parliamentlive.TV76 . Once you bring up the 
page, just click on the either of the Watch Now options, or it there are none then select the Archives option 
to the left and look for the Watch Now option there and then listen in. 

64 http://www.parliament.uk/ 
65 http://www.parliament.uk/faq/parlgov_faq.cfm#gov1 
66 http://www.explore.parliament.uk/parliament.aspx?id=2 
67 http://www.parliament.uk/glossary/glossary.cfm 
68 http://dictionary.oed.com/cgi/entry/50171816?query_type=word&queryword=parliament&˝rst=1&max_to_show=10&sort_type=alpha&result_p 

5HbiyX-5222&hilite=50171816 
69 http://www.parliament.uk/works/parliament.cfm#sdemonfo 
70 http://www.parliament.uk/works/commonsgeneral.cfm 
71 http://www.parliament.uk/works/lords.cfm 
72 http://www.parliament.uk/works/commonsgeneral.cfm 
73 http://www.explore.parliament.uk/Parliament.aspx?id=123&subSection=true 
74 http://www.parliament.uk/works/lords.cfm 
75 http://www.explore.parliament.uk/Parliament.aspx?id=125&subSection=true 
76 http://www.parliamentlive.tv/ 
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What you have just heard is the product of over seven-hundred years of development in the style of British 
Government. Fortunately, most of that development has been annotated and archived and is available for 
us to peruse in our research projects in the form of the collected Parliamentary Papers. 

1.5.7.3 What are the Parliamentary Papers? 

The Parliamentary Papers are the record of Parliamentary deliberations in the form of bills, reports, minutes, 
committee proceedings, and appropriations. Each time Parliament meets the record grows with the addition 
of new documentation. The purpose of this collection is to provide Parliament itself with a detailed record 
of everything that was discussed and concluded as well as to provide those outside Parliament with access 
to the proceedings throughout the history of the institution. 

1.5.7.3.1 How they are organized 

There are many di˙erent types of documents among the Parliamentary Papers. Initially, locating the in-
formation you need may seem daunting. However, once you become acquainted with the organization of 
the documents you will be able to narrow your search down to speci˝c areas and the collection will prove 
an invaluable resource for your research. Here we will provide a brief outline of the organization of the 
Parliamentary Papers with links to further explanations of each area. Basically, there are four types of 
Parliamentary Papers: 
Votes and Proceedings or Minute Books 
These are the daily record of things done in Parliament. Also known as Blue Papers, Vote Bundles, or just 
the Vote, the information contained in these papers is made available to the Members of Parliament each day 
to keep everyone abreast of the agenda and its relation to the preceding days including notices of questions, 
motions and amendments, agenda for the day, proceedings of recent sittings of standing committees, collected 
and marshaled lists of amendments to be proposed. 
Journals 
These are the o°cial and permanent record of the proceedings of the Parliament compiled each day from 
the information contained in the Votes and Proceedings or Minute Books. They include motions passed, 
amended, withdrawn, committee memberships, and lists of papers laid before each House. A journal usually 
covers one complete Parliamentary session. The Journals are not a record of what was actually said, but 
rather a report on the activities of Parliament. 
Debates 
Debates are the records of parliamentary speeches. They are the o°cial record of things actually said in 
Parliament, verbatim and in the ˝rst person. Until the early twentieth-century the published Debates were 
uno°cial and often based on secondary reports such as newspaper articles. The collections of the Debates are 
often referred to as Hansard's, after Thomas Curson Hansard, who took over the publishing of the debates 
in 1806. The publishing of the debates stayed in the Hansard family until 1909 when the task was appointed 
to the Stationary O°ce. Beginning in 1909 the House of Commons and Lords Debates were separated. Prior 
to 1909 the two houses of Parliament jointly published their debates. 
Sessional Papers 
These are the working documents of each session of Parliament including bills, reports from committees, 
State Papers, papers presented by Royal Commissions or by Government departments, and statements of 
Governmental policy. Collected sets of Sessional Papers are sometimes referred to as Blue Books, both 
terms are sometimes used in reference to Parliamentary Papers in their entirety, but the Sessional Papers 
are actually only a part of the Parliamentary Papers, so this alternate reference is misleading. It is best 
to take the term Sessional Papers in its most speci˝c capacity to avoid confusion. They include Bills, 
Parliamentary Committee reports and proceedings, and Command Papers. The following is a brief list of 
titles and descriptions of the most common types of documents you will ˝nd in the Sessional Papers. The 
House of Commons Sessional Papers and House of Lords Papers take the same organizational form. Because 
the two Houses pass documents from one to the other much of the House of Lords papers is included in the 
House of Commons collections. However, what is not included is separately collected in the House of Lords 
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Papers. The House of Commons Sessional Papers consist of three series: House of Commons Bills, House 
of Commons Papers, and the Command Papers. These three series of papers are each organized into four 
classes, listed below. 
1) Public Bills 
A Bill is a proposal for a new law which is debated by Parliament. A Bill becomes an Act when it has 
received Royal Assent. A Bill may be introduced into either House, with the exception of Money Bills which 
the Lords cannot initiate or amend. 

The procedure of passing a Public Bill is similar in both Houses. The stages are: ˝rst reading; second 
reading; committee stage; report stage; third reading; passage through the House of Lords; Royal Assent. 

Public Bills include all bills introduced into the House of Commons by a Member or brought from the 
House of Lords. In contrast, a private bill would be one introduced by an individual or an organization 
2)Committee Reports 
A lot of the work of the House of Commons and the House of Lords is done by committees which are 
usually made up of relatively small numbers of MPs or Peers. In such committees issues can be reviewed and 
discussed in detail. There are several types of committee including Standing Committees, Select Committees, 
Joint Select Committees, and Grand Committees. Committee Reports include: 
Standing Committee Debates 
A Standing Committee is a committee set up by the House of Commons to consider the details of a particular 
Bill. All Bills other than Money Bills are automatically sent to a Standing Committee following their second 
reading unless they are committed to a Committee of the Whole House. These are the minutes of their 
consideration of the Bills and any amendments they add or suggest. Although they are called standing 
committees which suggests that they are permanent committees, they only last for the duration of the Bill 
concerned. 
Reports of Select Committees or House Papers 
In the House of Commons select committees look at the work of Government Departments. In the House 
of Lords they investigate issues such as science and technology, the economy and the European Union. 
Occasionally a committee will form a sub committee to look at one issue in greater depth. A number of 
Select Committees assist with the domestic responsibilities of the House and are generally referred to as 
Domestic Committees. These are the reports from select committees inside the House providing information 
to members. 

Joint Committees consist of Members from both Houses. Grand Committees are three in number repre-
senting the interests of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
3) Reports from Commissioners 
A Royal Commission is a selected group of people appointed by the Government to investigate a matter of 
important public concern and to make recommendations on any actions to be taken. Often the persons are 
considered to be experts on the subject. These reports often re˛ect at least a year of investigation, some 
producing annual reports. 
4) Accounts and Papers 
These include the Command Papers, state papers, policy papers, annual reports, reports of Royal Commis-
sions, tribunals and commissions of inquiry, departmental committees, and statistical reports. 
Command Paper 
A Command Paper is the collective name given to di˙erent types of papers prepared by the Government and 
presented to Parliament. The name Command Paper comes from the fact that these papers are presented 
to Parliament with the words �presented to Parliament by command of His/Her Majesty�. 
White Paper 
White Papers are documents produced by the Government setting out details of future policy on a particular 
subject. A White Paper will often be the basis for a Bill to be put before Parliament. The White Paper 
allows the Government an opportunity to gather feedback before it formally presents the policies as a Bill. 
Green paper 
Green papers are consultation documents produced by the Government. Often when a Government Depart-
ment is considering introducing a new law, it will put together a discussion document called a Green Paper. 
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The aim of this document is to allow people both inside and outside Parliament to debate the subject and 
give the department feedback on its suggestions. 
Returns 
Returns are reports from Governmental departments, usually of a statistical nature. 
Act Papers 
Act Papers required by an Act of Parliament to be laid before the House for consideration. 

1.5.8 Finding What You are Looking For in the British Parliamentary Papers
77 

Introduction 
The British Parliamentary Papers contain a wealth of information about both domestic and international 
issues and events a˙ecting the British Empire. Research libraries such as Fondren Library provide a variety of 
resources for using the British Parliamentary Papers, including guides, summaries, indexes, and an extensive 
collection of the papers themselves on Microform. Here we will begin by acquainting ourselves with these 
resources and then begin locating speci˝c information in the papers themselves. 

1.5.8.1 Fondren's Resources for the British Parliamentary Papers 

Let's begin by taking a look at the resources available at Fondren Library, our example library (other 
research libraries have similar resources). First, we will perform a very basic search of the catalog for 
anything relating to the Parliamentary Papers. For a brief tutorial on how to use this resource, please visit 
our WebCat module. Visit the WebCat78 online catalog, enter the words parliamentary papers into the text 
box, select the keyword option and then select Search Everything. Your query should look like this. 

Figure 1.146 

Among the items in the collection at Fondren we ˝nd everything we need for our introduction to the 
Parliamentary Papers, including: 

Figure 1.147 

77 This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12840/1.5/>. 
78 http://alexandria.rice.edu 
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a comprehensive guide to the Parliamentary Papers (Section 1.5.8.2: Guides to the Parliamentary Papers) 
and how to use them that is shelved under reference 

Figure 1.148 

and a copy in the stacks in case you would like to check it out and take it home, 

Figure 1.149 

an electronic index to the House of Commons Papers (Section 1.5.8.4: Fondren's electronic index for the 
House of Commons Papers) that allows you to search the papers in a variety of ways, 

Figure 1.150 

a complete set of Parliamentary Papers from 1801-1900, 

Figure 1.151 

from 1901-1921, 

Figure 1.152 

and from 1922-1944/45, 
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Figure 1.153 

as well as a bound index (Section 1.5.8.3: Indexes for the Parliamentary Papers) categorized by subject 
for the entire nineteenth century. 

Fondren also o˙ers an online Guide to the British Parliamentary Papers79 , including a comprehensive 
list of the resources available on line and in the stacks. Let's begin with the bound guides. 

1.5.8.2 Guides to the Parliamentary Papers 

Here we will take a look through a comprehensive guide to the Parliamentary Papers to give you an idea 
of what you can expect to ˝nd in them. This type of publication has proven invaluable in the creation 
of this module and should come in very handy as a reference source in any research project involving the 
Parliamentary Papers. 

Figure 1.154 

Percy and Grace Ford are the authors of our preferred guide to the parliamentary papers entitled "Guide 
to Parliamentary Papers; what they are, how to ˝nd them, how to use them." A quick browse through the 
contents will show that many of the questions you might come up with in your searches have their answers 
in these pages. 

79 http://www.rice.edu/fondren/gov/bpp.html 
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Figure 1.155 

Let's have a look at the table of contents to get an idea of how the book is arranged. We ˝nd that we 
are o˙ered exactly what we were promised: 
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Figure 1.156 

What they are, 
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Figure 1.157 

How to ˝nd them, 
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Figure 1.158 

and How to use them. 
Take notice of the headings here. You will see many familiar terms from the The British Parliament and 

its Papers section of this course. These terms were introduced there for the same reason that they appear 
as headings here. They represent documents of a speci˝c type, each with its own purpose in the business of 
Parliament. Their signi˝cance as headings is determined by the role they play in the daily operation of the 
Parliament in relation to other documents, represented by other headings. The function of a document in 
the legislative process, the location of that document in the Papers, and the type of information contained in 
its text are all closely related in ways you will become more and more familiar with as your research brings 
you in contact with a wider variety of them. 

As you continue on with your research you will come upon many new types of documents. Take note of 
where they are located, how they are placed in the larger organization of the Papers as a whole, and what 
kinds of information they provide you with. These connections, closely linked with the actual operation of 
the Parliamentary process, will eventually illuminate the logic of their organization and make hunting for 
speci˝c bits of information more intuitive than it is in the beginning. 

1.5.8.3 Indexes for the Parliamentary Papers 

Here we will take a look through an index for exactly one-hundred years of Parliamentary business. 
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Figure 1.159 

Peter Cockton's index for the nineteenth-century consists of ˝ve volumes and can give you a good idea 
about how the papers will be categorized. 
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Figure 1.160 

Let's take a look through the table of contents and some of the groupings the papers are classi˝ed under. 
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Figure 1.161 

We begin with the Constitution itself, 

Figure 1.162 
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then we move into its legislative application in the Parliament, 

Figure 1.163 

a little further we ˝nd documents having to do with the central-most government issues, 

Figure 1.164 

moving outward to those of the distant periphery. 
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Figure 1.165 

Every entry is uniformly categorized so that you can easily move from it to the actual document containing 
the information you seek. The Papers themselves are arranged chronologically in the collection, as we will 
see when we begin searching the documents themselves. The organization by subject we ˝nd here is simply 
a convienience meant to make locating a paper in the collection as easy as possible. Take careful note of 
all of the information listed for each entry that you ˝nd an interest in, every number and letter plays an 
important role in the speci˝c location of the item you seek in the vast collection of documents. 

1.5.8.4 Fondren's electronic index for the House of Commons Papers 

To access the electronic searchable index for the Parliamentary Papers you must use a CD-ROM; at Fondren 
Library, it is available at the reference desk.Once you have it loaded on the screen it should look like this. 
Since we are trying to establish the political context around "The Egyptian Red Book" and one of its chief 
characters, General Gordon, we have entered the word "Gordon" into the keyword box to get us started. 
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Figure 1.166 

Notice that you also have a number of additional search options. Once you become more familiar with 
the di˙erent types of papers and information they contain you will be able to more fully utilize these options. 
Here we will be performing a very basic keyword search. 

Figure 1.167 

Everything is sorted by date, as you can see. If we scroll down to the dates that pertain to the Egyptian 
Red Book, the 1880's, then we ˝nd some interesting options having to do with General Gordon. Select the 
˝rst to view a full entry. 
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Figure 1.168 

Here we ˝nd a Command Paper (Command Paper, p. 117) with an estimate for how much it will cost 
HM (his majesty) to save General Gordon, information that the authors would have loved to have come 
across to be sure. 

Figure 1.169 

Here we have a dispatch from the Consul-Gen of Egypt with instructions for General Gordon. 
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Figure 1.170 

And ˝nally we have the text of an actual proclamation from General Gordon to the inhabitants of the 
Sudan. 

Notice the many identi˝ers for each entry to the right of the information. With this information in hand 
we will be able to locate a page from history in the many millions in the collection at Fondren with very 
little trouble at all. Let's locate the three we have so far. 

1.5.8.5 Locating a Document From the Parliamentary Papers on Microform at Fondren 

For a brief review of using the Microform resources please visit our Microform module. Otherwise, let's begin 
with our ˝rst document. 

Figure 1.171 
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Remember, the Parliamentary Papers for the nineteenth-century are listed under the call number 
J301.K539 

Figure 1.172 

Scanning the folders in the ˝le which are sorted by date and volume number we quickly ˝nd what we are 
looking for. 

Figure 1.173 

Notice that at the top of the card all of the information listed in the printed and computer ˝le index 
appears. This is how the Papers are organized and stored. Observing the millions of images in the thousands 
of ˝les we can be thankful that they are. Let's pull one up and take a look. Once you have the Micro˝che 
loaded into the machine, if you need a review of how to do this, click here 
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Figure 1.174 

You will notice that the corresponding page number at the bottom left of the page, here 318. Now glance 
to the top of the page. 

Figure 1.175 

You will notice our title, "Relief of General Gordon." Finally, we see in the middle of the page the 
information we seek. 
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Figure 1.176 

Using the same steps we can locate our second document on page 359 of Micro˝che number 90.753, 
Gordon's proclamation to the inhabitants of the Sudan. 

Figure 1.177 
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The page numbers used to describe the location of the information you are looking for appear at di˙erent 
locations on the page. They are at times printed and at others hand written elsewhere on the page. It 
is always important to look to the surrounding pages to orient yourself to the particular organization of 
the documents you are looking at at the moment. Remember, these documents have been collected over 
hundreds of years by as many individuals. They are organized enough that we might learn how to search 
through them, but no such system can be expected to be perfect. Always record every piece of information 
you are o˙ered concerning the location of a document in the Papers; you will probably need it. 
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Studying Political Satire: "The Egyptian Red Book" 
This course demonstrates how to conduct historical research through a case study of a nineteenth-century 
work of British political satire, "The Egyptian Red Book." It examines how to categorize historical docu-
ments, how to identify images of unknown ˝gures, and how to decode satire from a di˙erent historical period. 
It will introduce a variety of research techniques used by historians as well as a number of resources available 
at research libraries. 
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